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Abstract
Mallory Nicole Blasingame: “No Place for You, My Love”: Negotiation of Home and
Identity in Eudora Welty’s Delta Wedding, The Optimist's Daughter, and
The Bride ofthe Innisfalien
(Under the direction of Kathryn McKee)
This thesis inspects the tension between home and travel in Eudora Welty’s
fiction and life, using Delta Wedding as an example of home and the prescriptive identity
it often confers. The Optimist's Daughter as evidence of the trials of returning home to
find it changed, and four stories from The Bride ofthe Innisfallen as examples of the
freedoms of leaving home and embracing placelessness. In examining these three works,
I attempt to discern what the characters’ diverse perspectives and experiences reveal
about the complex and sometimes unacknowledged realities of home, whether through
their reliance on it as a source of identity, their rejection of it as an act of freedom, or
their recognition, however momentary, of the complications, indignities, or selfdeceptions upon which the survival of their understandings of home and of themselves
rest. 1 conclude that home itself functions as an often “unthought” reality within Welty’s
fiction. Her work implies that one should both appreciate it and consider its
shortcomings, recognizing its influence while refusing to allow it to dictate identity.
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Introduction
My interest in the negotiation of identity and place in Eudora Welty’s fiction
began after I had read only a limited portion of her work. Even from Delta Wedding and
“Why I Live at the P.O.," works that are solidly based in a specific, apparently contained
home place, I felt a sense of restlessness among the characters—particularly the white
female characters—and a desire to negotiate identity by moving outside of the places that
defined and confined them. Dabney’s efforts to create an existence for herself outside of
the static Fairchild identity by marrying the family’s overseer in Delta Wedding seemed
to me remarkably similar to Sister’s decision in “Why I Live at the P.O.” to move into the
post office when her family takes her constant presence for granted and dotes on her
trouble-making sister, Stella-Rondo. Both women, by creating a short physical distance
between themselves and their families, are attempting to claim a new identity rather than
be only what their families would have them be, although neither seems particularly
successful in effecting lasting separation or change.
1 wondered, after reading these two pieces, if this dynamic would arise elsewhere
in Welty’s fiction. After reading the rest of her fiction 1 found that, although it was more
marked in some works than others, that feeling of restlessness is consistent throughout it.
and this led to the discovery of a broader dynamic: the tension between staying in one
place and moving; between, put more concretely, staying at home, seeking comfort in
static, communal definition, and leaving, traveling, disconnecting all ties and

embracing individuality. Although perhaps neither of these extremes exists perfectly and
independently in Welty’s fiction, with the characters able to be entirely devoid of desire
to travel or of the influence originally imposed by the unique home place, there exist
myriad experiences along the spectrum, from Delta Wedding and Losing Battles^ novels
solidly based in home and familial identity; to The Optimist's Daughter and The Golden
Apples^ in which the characters find themselves somewhere between home and away.
whether on the precipice of leaving or returning for a short time; to The Bride ofthe
Innisfallen and stories such as “First Love,” in which characters find themselves outside
of any known context and displaced from any sense of home-based identity.
Out of this observation arise many questions for thought, around which I seek to
base this discussion. What does “home” mean to these characters, and how does this
understanding differ for people when considered in tenns of gender, race, or class? How
do the characters’ relationships with homi

■as both physical entity and emotional

concept—affect or characterize the way they understand themselves and confine or
expand the freedom they feel to construct their own identities? How do the
understandings of home and of self change when one leaves or returns? What about
being at home is comforting or stifling? What about traveling or wandering is liberating
or terrifying? What does one sacrifice by leaving home and gain by going?
My goal in attempting to answer these questions is not to provide any one
definition of home. On the contrary I wish to inspect several different home experiences
represented in Welty’s fiction, considering and complicating each unique space and
examining the forces below the surface of the text that facilitate or threaten the home's
functioning. I want to consider what home means for the characters when it is all they
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have ever known, when they have been away and find themselves returning to it, and
when they are completely displaced from it. To provide each of these representations, I
chose to focus my discussion on Delta Wedding, The Optimist's Daughter, and The Bride
ofthe Innisfallen and Other Stories. I chose these three books because I felt that, by
delving deeply into these works’ treatment of home, movement, and identity, I would be
able to most fully cover the spectrum of experience that Welty portrays in her fiction.
One part of my research that really enriched my interest in and understanding of
this tension between staying home and traveling was discovering how this same tension
worked in Welty’s life. Others note its presence in both her fiction and her life, including
Ruth M. Vande Kieft, who asserts that the childhood experiences of which Welty wrote
in “The Little Store,” an autobiographical essay in which she describes her excitement at
running errands to the local store for her mother, mark “the beginning of a pattern:
home—domestic order, emotional security; and the trip away from home—adventure.
freedom, encounters on one’s own with the expected and the unexpected”(248). Most
helpful in my understanding of this “pattern” in Welty’s life, however, was Suzanne
Marrs’s Eiidora Welty: A Biography. In it Marrs details Welty’s devotion to her family
and her home in Jackson, Mississippi, where she lived from childhood until the day she
died, and to her travels, which took her to New York, a sort of second home to which she
often returned to visit friends and longtime agent Diannuid Russell; to Ireland to visit
friend and fellow writer Elizabeth Bowen; to California to see friend and novelist Ken
Millar; and to many forums around the country for various speaking engagements.
Marrs writes of Welty’s traveling experience that she felt “free to move about on
her own, cherishing close friendships but always acting independently, knowing she
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could be happy all by herself’{Biography 210). But she acknowledges that at times
travel was difficult for Welty, particularly because of the guilt she felt at leaving her
family behind, first when she left Mississippi for college and later when her mother.
Chestina Welty, was ill and she felt guilty leaving her, even when traveling to speaking
engagements to earn much-needed money. Welty writes in her autobiography. One
Writer's Beginnings, of this guilt and how it “comes into [her] fiction as it did...into [her]
life,” but she also writes positively of what she left home to achieve, speaking
particularly of her time in New York as a young woman: “I had left to arrive at some
future and secret joy, at what was unknown, and what was now in New York, waiting to
be discovered”(937). Both this passage and Welty’s entire history of home and travel,
demonstrated so fully in Marrs’s biography, affinn the existence of this dynamic, add
meaning and context to the different understandings of home in Welty's texts, and begin
already to answer the questions I have posed, particularly those of what is lost in leaving
and gained in going. Leaving home for Welty was a source of both guilt and opportunity,
and that experience seems to translate into those of many of her characters.
In addition to Marrs’s biography, there are two key texts whose concepts helped
me greatly to understand and to write about the representations and complications of
home in all three of Welty’s works. The first is Patiicia Yaeger’s Dirt and Desire:
Reconstructing Southern Women s Writing, 1930-1990,from which I have taken her
concept of the “unthought known.” For Yaeger the “unthought known” represents a set
of expectations about how the world will function upon which we have learned from an
early age to rely without truly considering, questioning, or even being aware of that
reliance or its implications (101). Yaeger uses the concept particularly to write about the
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African American characters in Delta Wedding, demonstrating how they exist as an
unthought, yet expected, presence for the Fairchild family and highlighting the “modem
plantation’s dependence on invisible labor”(184-185). Yaeger asserts that, by including
scenes that show a white family’s unthought reliance on its African American workers in
her novel, Welty “defamiliarizes this thoughtlessness, making it visible, unfamiliar.
remarkable”(184).
The concept of the “unthought known” adds a deeper dimension to my
investigation of home in Welty’s fiction. Yaeger’s examples of the unthought labor
performed by the African American characters helped me to understand one of the
fundamental complications of the Fairchilds’ home: that it and the Fairchild identity that
springs from it is facilitated by the knowledge that someone other than the Fairchilds and
in a social and economic situation lower than theirs will always be present, both to
perform all the tasks that keep the plantation mnning and to represent a constant
confinnation of the white characters’ identity by serving as the Fairchilds’ “other,

Even

though the white characters are not particularly conscious of this dynamic, traces of the
“unthought known” are present throughout Delta Wedding and the rest of Welty’s fiction,
subtly calling into question the troubling everyday realities of home.
I wish to use Yaeger’s “unthought known” to continue to uncover such instances
in which African American characters are presented in this way and to consider what
implications those moments on the way the characters experience their own homes and
identities. 1 also would like to attempt to extend the idea of the “unthought known” as a
way of understanding other complicated yet unrecognized realities ot home. What or
who else facilitates the characters’ experiences of their unique homes and identities
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without their awareness? Are there instances in which the “unthought known” ceases to
be “unthought” or no longer functions in the way the characters have learned to expect?
Is home itself an “unthought known”? And, if so, is it possible that those aspects of
home upon which the characters have been taught to depend are or will at some point
become unreliable? Yaeger’s concept opens these questions and provides the tools for
answering them by drawing attention to those aspects of home that might otherwise have
been left unnoticed.
Toni Morrison’s concept of the “Africanist presence” also helped to add depth to
my understanding of Welty’s works. In Playing in the Dark^ Morrison writes of how
white American authors have, largely unconsciously, included the “shadowed presence”
of African Americans in their works, whether merely using indicators of or peopling their
books with actual black bodies. Morrison writes that “the very manner by which
American culture distinguishes itself as a coherent unity exists because of this presence,”
which has become “both a way of talking about and a way of policing matters of class,
sexual license, and repression, fomiation and exercises of power, and meditations on
ethics and accountability” (6-7).
The bodies of the “Africanist presence” that exist in Welty’s fiction are generally
the same ones who represent the “unthought known” to the white characters. Although
readers can easily overlook it, their presence inspires the sorts of questions about power
and class of which Morrison speaks. And the fact that they are so “unthought” and
“shadowed” is, perhaps, Welty’s way of indicting the white characters for their ignorance
in the private, non-crusading fashion in which she preferred to allow politics to enter her
fiction. Morrison’s concept of the “Africanist presence” and Yaeger’s “unthought
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known” have both independently and cooperatively helped to guide the questions I ask
and the answers I hope to find.
They are particularly helpful in my first chapter, which focuses on staying home
in Delta Wedding. In this chapter I confront several instances of the “unthought known,”
ranging from more subtle passages in which African American characters fade into and
out of the white characters’ consciousness while performing tasks integral to the
plantation’s functioning, to those in which the white characters are forced to recognize
the “unthought known” and the implications it has in their experience of home and
identity. In subdued, domestic situations, the African American workers go unrecognized
because they are in their expected places, but in more violent situations, the “unthought
known” becomes thought when the white characters recognize the potential threat the
African American characters represent. Such instances force both Dabney and Shelley to
acknowledge this aspect of their home, leading Shelley to reflect on the imitative and
false nature of manhood and Southemness, two understandings upon which she and her
family rely heavily.
I also discuss further the ways in which the women of Shellmound attempt to
negotiate their place within their home and their family structure. Women,too, represent
a sort of“unthought known” for the Fairchild men, but Welty confers a certain power
upon them within the text, if nowhere else, by giving them the narrative voice. Both
Dabney and Shelley express a desire to move outside of the confined space of Fairchilds,
Dabney through marriage, Shelley through travel. I discuss the limitations of their
mobility, questioning Dabney’s success and Shelley’s potential for success in
establishing an identity for themselves outside of “Fairchild.”
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In my second chapter, I confront the changes and challenges of returning home in
The Optimist’s Daughter. Laurel Hand left home for Chicago long ago, but she is
saddened and distressed to find that her memory of it does not match the reality when she
returns to Mount Salus, Mississippi, for her father. Judge McKelva’s, funeral. I confront
Laurel’s reliance on Missouri, an African American domestic worker, who represents an
“unthought known” to Laurel, both working for her and comforting her with her
unchanged presence. I argue that Laurel’s home in general and her parents’ relationship
has also constituted an “unthought known” for her, for she has left and returned.
expecting everything to be unchanged. Laurel blames first her father’s new wife. Fay,
then her father for the changes, but ultimately she realizes that she must rely on her
memory to keep her parents and her home alive, rather than expecting the house and
other physical remainders of her past to remain constant and unchanging. This reality of
home is difficult for her to accept, but it seems that it is necessary in order for her to truly
be able to leave.
Finally, in my discussion of The Bride ofthe Innisfallen and Other Stories, 1
analyze four stories as examples of Welty’s depiction of being totally disconnected from
home and prescribed identity. In “No Place for You, My Love,” two lonely strangers in
unhappy relationships meet in New Orleans, a place far from their homes, and are able to
connect and forni a relationship, if only momentarily, while driving “south of South.

In

“The Bride of the Innisfallen,” a group of strangers fonus a temporary community while
traveling from England to Ireland. The anonymity that comes with travel allows them all
to create their own identities before they land in Ireland and return to their old lives. For
one traveler, however, more freedom is waiting in Ireland. An American girl has left her
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husband and disconnects herself completely from everything she knows. She even leaves
her luggage behind her, embracing the opportunity to start over again and be someone
new.
Going to Naples” tells the story of Gabriella, a young Italian-American girl who
is journeying by ship from the United States to Italy, where she and her mother will begin
a new life. It seems that Gabriella’s mother is normally very strict, but while on board.
she is more pennissive, allowing Gabriella to express herself freely and to enter into a
romantic relationship with another young passenger. When the ship arrives in Naples,
Gabriella returns to a life of order and definition, but she experiences almost complete
freedom temporarily while on board. Finally, in ‘The Burning,” two white sisters and
their African American servant find themselves completely displaced from their home
and everything they know with no hope of return when Union soldiers bum the sisters’
house to the ground. This displacement is extremely traumatic for the sisters, but for
Delilah, the African American girl, it is freeing, allowing her a sense of hope and power
that she has never before been allowed to experience. In all of these stories, distance and
displacement from home have a profound effect on the characters, whether the separation
is intentional or not and whether they react with terror or with joy. In this sense, even
when they are away from home, the characters’ relationship to it continues to shape them.
Ultimately, I hope to demonstrate that each character’s relationship with or
distance from home shapes his or her identity in some integral way. Home can impose an
identity that is comforting, confining, or both. It can confimi the characters’ status or
mark them as other. It can be complicated by unthought reliances; it can encourage the
use of others to confirm self-worth; it can shape the entire way a character sees
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or

chooses not to see—the world and those who live within it. Home also has the power to
disappoint. Sometimes it changes; sometimes it never was what the characters thought or
hoped it to be. It can surround them with the unchallenging protection of family or
betray truths they would rather not confront.
For of all these reasons, departure or displacement from home can be both
horrifying and liberating. It severs characters from all they have ever known, but it also
allows them the chance to create identity outside of almost all pre-existing context.
Certainly, no place is entirely without context, no matter how far the characters travel.
There will always exist certain “unthought knowns,” and people will always fomi
assumptions out of some previous framework, even if they possess no set of standards
with which to judge the place in which they find themselves at the moment. But home, it
seems, is more loaded with meaning and assumptions than all other places, for there the
characters are given a certain identity with little opportunity to shape it themselves; they
are known before they know themselves.
In a sense, when the characters are home, they represent “unthought knowns” to
everyone around them. The appeal and possible reward of movement, then, is the
opportunity to at least temporarily escape from such imposed identity and experience the
freedom of being able to shape their own sense of self, to be thought and known, even if
only in their own minds. Leaving may lead to guilt, and the return may lead the
characters to confront some of their own assumed realities, but, ultimately, for the
majority of Welty’s characters, movement, no matter how small or ineffective, seems
worth the effort and the risk. In these three novels and elsewhere in her fiction, Welty
conveys all of these contradicting and complicating understandings ot home, establishing
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in each text a tension between embracing home and leaving it that was likely informed by
her own experiences.
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Chapter One
Staying Home in Delta Wedding
Eudora Welty’s novel Delta Wedding(1946)tells the story of the marriage of
Dabney Fairchild, a member of a large and socially prominent family in the Mississippi
Delta, to Troy Flavin, the overseer at Shellmound, the Fairchild family’s plantation.
More than the story of the couple’s nuptials, however, the book deals mainly with the
closeness of the family, to the exclusion of most outsiders, and the centrality of their
plantation home, both in the town in which they live, which is, appropriately, named after
them, and to the individual characters as a marker of individual and familial identity.
Although the novel has often been accused of having little plot (the actual wedding is
only given one line in the novel:

Mr. Rondo married Dabney and Troy”), it is replete

with underlying events that easily go unnoticed but have much to say about the
complications and unacknowledged forces that are as much a part of Shellmound as the
Fairchilds are (DW^282).
Delta Wedding in its original fomi was a bit less complicated, however. It began
as a short story, entitled “The Delta Cousins,” written for Welty’s friend John Robinson,
to “capture his imagination and brighten his days” while he was away fighting in World
War II. The story was inspired by a visit to the Delta the two had taken together before
his departure and by the history of Robinson’s ancestors, who were integral in the settling
of the area and about whom Welty had heard many stories (Marrs, Biography 103). In
her attempt to “send Robinson a piece of home,” Welty created a story that would
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ultimately become one of her most acclaimed novels (Manrs, Biography 102). Although
The Delta Cousins” lacked several important elements that were added before it
ultimately became Delta Wedding—“death and the threat of death, the relation of the
family to its African American servants, the class issues involved in the upcoming
marriage..., and the trials faced by the Fairchilds’...ancestors'

it is important to note

that Welty’s original purpose in writing the story—and, consequently, the novel—was to
bring a sense of home and comfort to a friend who found himself far from the safe,
confined world of the Mississippi Delta depicted in the novel (104).
One can gather from Delta Wedding 5 plot and origins that the idea of home and
its power to connote and inspire certain feelings were important to Welty. The
importance of home is further reinforced in her 1956 essay “Place in Fiction,” in which
she asserts the power of home in understanding the self and in contextualizing other
places:
There may come to be new places in our lives that are second spiritual homes—
closer to us in some ways, perhaps, than our original homes. But the home tie is
the blood tie. And had it meant nothing to us, any other place thereafter would
have meant less, and we would carry no compass inside ourselves to find home
ever, anywhere at all. We would not even guess what we had missed. (794)
If, according to Welty,“the home tie is the blood tie,” a tie that has the power to provide
context for any other place or home and is able to bring comfort merely through faithful
depiction and remembrance, it then becomes important to understand what Welty
understands “home” to be. What about home makes it more than just a physical place?
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What endows it with such transformative powers? How does it shape identity, even.
perhaps, in ways of which we are not entirely aware?
If the answers to these questions are to be found anywhere in Welty’s fiction.
Delta Wedding is the place to search for them. In her 1965 essay “Must the Novelist
Crusade?” Welty writes,‘The ordinary novelist does not argue; he hopes to show, to
disclose. His persuasions are all toward allowing his reader to see and hear something for
himself’(805). In her portrayal of the Southern plantation home, Welty does exactly
that, writing a novel that manages to convey to the reader the many complications and
everyday indignities required for the home to exist, while never explicitly crusading or
condemning.
Welty refuses to overtly censure the patriarchal plantation system. Rather, she
records life on the plantation in a way that averts the gaze from the white, male
characters, privileging the female voice and bringing to the forefront, however
temporarily, the often unconsidered presence and contributions of African Americans in
the Fairchilds’ home and, consequently, in their understanding of themselves. Although
home may be a comforting, protective force, as Welty originally intended her
representation of it to be for John Robinson and as it appears to be for many of the
Fairchilds, it can also be a source of confinement and mistreatment, as it is for the
African American characters, who facilitate the Fairchilds’ understanding of home
through their service but whose own experience of home goes largely unrecorded and
unconsidered by the white characters who depend on them. Welty conveys all these
facets of home and more in Delta Wedding, encouraging the reader to consider the
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unacknowledged complexities and realities of the home ideal and of everyday domestic
life in the South of the 1920’s.
One of the most troubling realities of the historical understanding of the white
American home and of Southern history as a whole is represented in the novel through
the white characters’ reliance on and failure to appreciate the African American
characters, whose presence can easily go unnoticed in the novel but who maintain a
constant underlying presence. Toni Morrison writes of the “dark, abiding, signing
Africanist presence” that characterizes American literature in Playing in the Dark {1992),
claiming that “the very manner by which American literature distinguishes itself as a
coherent entity exists because of this unsettled and unsettling population”(5-6). “[A] real
or fabricated Africanist presence,” she asserts, is “crucial to [writers’] sense of
Americanness”(6).
Whether Welty uses this presence to confimi her own sense of Americanness or
merely to indicate the ways in which the Fairchilds use it to do so, there is little denying
that, like the other white authors of whom Morrison writes, she “people[s][her] work
with the signs and bodies of this presence.” The ways in which this “Africanist presence
works within the text indicates that it is also essential to the Fairchilds’ understanding of
Southemness, and, more particularly, to their sense of home. Even though Delta
Wedding, like the other works Morrison discusses, is not explicitly “‘about’ Africanist
presences or characters or narrative or idiom, the shadow hovers in implication, in sign,
in line of demarcation,” for the Fairchilds, much like the European American immigrants
of whom Moirison writes, “underst[and] their ‘Americanness
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and, consequently, their

Southemness, their eliteness, etc.

as an opposition to the resident black population

(Morrison 46-47).
Such “shadows” of Africanist presence appear often in Delta Wedding. For
instance, when Troy Flavin happens upon Robbie Reid, who is resting in a cotton shed as
she travels on foot from Fairchilds to Shellmound, he offers her a cake that he believes
Dabney has made for him. After she says it “tastes like castor oil,” Troy gives the cake to
Pinchy, who is “hovering” nearby, having been told to leave the cotton shed by Robbie,
who wanted to use it to escape from the heat. Troy then offers Robbie a ride back to
Shellmound but tells Pinchy to “scat.

clapp[ing] his hands at her skirt.” Pinchy follows

his directions and “move[s] on stiffly, out into the light, like a matchstick in the glare.
and [is] swallowed up in it”{DW 197).
In this scene Pinchy functions almost as an apparition, who waits in the
background until summoned by the white characters and then “seems to disappear into
thin air”(Yaeger 16). Even Troy and Robbie, who are looked down upon by the
Fairchild family because of their inferior social status, understand themselves as opposed
to and able to order around African American characters such as Pinchy, who almost
literally disappears from the scene once Troy has given her the cake. Although Troy tells
Robbie that he “[h]ate[s] to ride off and leave a lady,” he has no qualms ordering Pinchy
to “scat” and to find her own way back to the plantation {DW 197). She is merely a
shadow” to him, not a real Southern lady.
Although they figure largely in this shadowed way throughout the text and in the
minds of the white characters, the African American characters such as Pinchy are the
ones who perfonn the domestic chores and manual labor required to keep the plantation
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running and to allow the Fairchilds their privileged, luxurious lifestyle. Mary Titus’s
essay The Dining Room Door Swings Both Ways: Food, Race, and Domestic Space in
the Nineteenth-Century South”(1997) confronts this issue in the context of the
antebellum South, particularly as concerns African American slaves who worked in
domestic capacities for their white slave owners. She argues that “ceremonial dining
confirmed the white family’s position in the hierarchical order of the plantation,” but “the
food on plantations was prepared by black slaves,” mostly women, who participated in
the confirmation of their white owners’ status, but whose actions remained invisible.
because they were hidden on the other side of the kitchen door (Titus 245). She goes on
to assert that “the white slaveholder’s home was built on and his family sustained by
commodifying and consuming others”(253).
There are several scenes in Delta Wedding that demonstrate Welty’s conviction
that such “commodification of others” was not merely a symptom of the antebellum
plantation; it was a fact of plantation life as late as the book’s 1923 setting. The African
American workers are ordered to perfomi tasks both in the kitchen and outside of it that
help confirm the Fairchilds’ status. One example of this is the story of how a tornado
came one year and threw the aunts’ Irish lace curtains into a tree outside:

Laura Allen

had had Negroes in the tree all one day instructed to get them down without tearing a
thread, while her husband kept begging her to let them come help with the cows
bellowing everywhere in the ditches”{DW 51-52). This scene is not only indicative of
the unceasing duties the African American characters are expected to fulfill for the white
characters; it also demonstrates the ways in which they help to keep intact the Fairchild
family’s heritage and self-image, going to “ridiculous lengths” for “the preservation of
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[a] relic of family history,” which, having been repaired by Laura Allen, continues to be
on display at the Grove, a confimiation of the history and prominence of the Fairchild
family (Gretlund 164).
In her book Dirt and Desire: Reconstructing Southern Women s Writing 19301990(2000), Patricia Yaeger notes several other instances in Delta Wedding in which
African American characters appear in such capacities, only to disappear back into the
text a few lines or pages later, noticed only as the “shadows” of which Morrison spoke.
Yaeger writes that certain writers, including Welty,“deploy the minutiae of social history
in intricate ways, inventing surrealist techniques to unearth what is most forgotten about
daily life, especially the peculiarity of the quotidian”(184). One such technique is
consciously fitting these appearances of African American characters, whom Yaeger
would call the “unthought known,” into the text, allowing them to emerge and disappear
quickly, forgotten or perhaps never even fully recognized by the other characters and.
often, by the readers, as well.
Yaeger borrows the tenn for this phenomenon, the “unthought known, from
Christopher Bollas, a psychologist, and defines it as

residue of childhood imprinting us

with expectations about the way the world will shape itselt (or fail to shape itself) about
us.

Because these experiences are not “available to consciousness, they are hence

known but unthought or unacknowledged.” This tenn becomes a powerful cognitive
and political category for thinking about the South” and about Southern literature in
Yaeger’s hands (Yaeger 101). The scenes from Delta Wedding in which African
American characters appear and disappear become much more meaningful to the novel
and to its representation of home when considered in this light.
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Yaeger cites as example the scene in which Roxie, an African American woman
who works for the Fairchilds, tells Ellen Fairchild of her son Orrin’s early morning
demands for coffee from his bedroom window. Ellen’s response- “The idea!

IS

incredulous, but, as Yaeger notes, it indicates a refusal “to have any idea at all about how
oppressive Roxie’s working conditions are...The presence of this labor is longed for,
even cherished, but the people perfonning this labor receive neither adequate
compensation nor acknowledgment”{DW 274, Yaeger 184-185). The fact that Orrin,
one of the youngest Fairchilds, can order another human being to bring him coffee
without leaving his bed and without censure from his mother says much about the reality
of everyday life for Roxie and the other African Americans who live at Shellmound.
Their service to the Fairchilds is an “unthought known,” which even Orrin has learned to
expect and exploit.
This is not by any means the only example of the subtle cues Welty has included
in the Delta Wedding to alert the reader to the complicated reality of the plantation home,
The description of the house itself-

the tall, white wide frame house with a porch all

around”—at once evokes both the idyllic plantation house of the Southern imagination
and the historical reality of slavery, alerting the reader to the possibility that the novel is
not simply “one long tribute to the Fairchilds and their way of life”(DW6,Gretlund
158). The novel is also filled with other brief mentions of the African Americans’
constant, assumed presence. For instance, as she walks through the house one morning,
Laura can “hear nothing, except the sounds of the Negroes, and the slow ceiling fan
turning in the hall, and the submissive panting of the dogs just outside”(69). A tew
pages later, Laura comes across her Uncle George in the library, “alone now—except.
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that is, for Vi Met, leaning from a stepladder with one knee on a bookcase, very slowly
taking down the velvet curtains”{DW1\). Laura expects Vi Met and the other African
American workers to be there; the sounds ofthem working are as common and everyday
to her as the sound of the fan or of the dogs. But they are also as inconsequential. The
sound of their hard work is merely background noise to her, only noticeable because the
other white characters are not there to overwhelm it.
Similarly, when she sees George, she notices that he is unusually alone- «ven
though Vi Met is hard at work taking down the curtains in the same room. Her presence is
assumed and taken for granted. If the noises of the other African American characters’
working were to subside or were Vi’let not to be in the library, taking down the curtains
as she was directed, their lack of presence would be remarkable, for they do not possess
the mobility that the white characters do, able to desert the house or to leave the room
when they have been instructed to perform a task in it. But because they are there,
fulfilling their expected roles, Laura hardly thinks of them.
As the white characters’ treatment of the African American characters and even
the children’s understood superiority to them implies, they are often treated 'Mike children
who at times will get in trouble and need their employer’s ‘parental’ guidance and
protection,” even though they are the ones who are largely responsible for the keeping the
plantation running and facilitating the Fairchilds’ way of life,

Even the old and

supposedly wise blacks,” such as Partheny, are infantilized by their white employers
(Gretlund 169). This attitude is constantly manifest in the novel, from Ellen’s grouping
of“the children and the Negroes” in her maternal worries, to Shelley and India’s
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patronizing attitude toward Partheny when they believe she has stolen Ellen’s garnet pin.
to Troy’s insistence that Pinchy “scat” after he has given her the cake{DW 84, 197).
The scene with Partheny in particular demonstrates the Fairchilds’ propensity and
ability to treat African Americans in a patronizing, paternalistic way. Even though the
Fairchilds are ultimately the ones who are wrong in this situation (Laura later finds
Ellen's pin in the woods), Partheny is the one who “is reduced to a childish state” when
the Fairchild girls’ inquisition causes her to fake a search for the lost pin, hunting “under
the quilt on her bed, under a dishpan in her kitchen, and even under a hen in her chicken
house” for a pin that she knows she does not have (Gretlund 170). Again the idea of the
“unthought known” is demonstrated: the white children know without having to consider
it that they have the power to come into an old black woman’s home, to accuse her of
theft, and to send her on a wild goose chase without any recourse. It is a given that they
will be welcomed into her house and accommodated in their search. Were an African
American character—or even another white character—to have entered Shellmound
under the same pretense, he or she would likely have met with hostility and indignation,
as opposed to the welcome and eager accommodation Partheny offers them.
This scene in Partheny’s home is the only example of an African American home
within the novel. One can, perhaps, assume that all of the African American workers live
in their own homes, perhaps in Brunswick-town, where Partheny lives, but they are never
depicted in that context. The only reason, it seems, that there is any mention of an
African American character in her own home is that the Fairchilds suspect her of stealing
from them and decide that it is their right to enter her home in order to find it. This
speaks volumes about the experience of home for the African American characters.
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Although home may represent a sort of haven for them, a place where they can define
their own identities outside of the ones the Fairchilds impose upon them while they are
working at Shellmound, it is nonetheless open to infiltration. Partheny’s home may not
be on the grounds of Shellmound, but the children can still come into it and impress their
own understandings of who she is onto her, and, even in her own home,she is not
allowed to challenge them.
For the other African American characters, their homes seem largely unthought
within the novel. They are instead depicted wandering around the grounds of
Shellmound, seemingly out of place unless they are perfomiing their expected duties.
Pinchy is depicted attempting to take shelter from the sun in the cotton shed when Robbie
comes to it on her way from town to Shellmound, but Robbie immediately displaces her
from this temporary shelter before Troy gives Pinchy the cake and tells her to leave, and
she disappears “into the light, like a matchstick in the glare”(DfV 197). In a similar
scene later in the novel, Laura and Roy witness Aunt Studney wandering around the
grounds of Marmion. Laura asks where Aunt Studney lives, but Roy is not entirely sure:
“Oh, back on our place somewhere. Back of the Deadening. YouTl see her walking the
railroad track anywhere between Greenwood and Clarksdale, Aunt Studney and her sack”
(DIF 228). When Aunt Studney goes into the house and bees come out of the bag, Roy
calls, “Aunt Studney! Why have you let bees in my house?”(232).
In both of these passages, the African American women seem to be roaming
around the plantation without any place of their own. Although Roy alludes to Aunt
Studney’s home, he knows her primarily in tenns of her wandering, and Pinchy, too,
seems to float from place to place, without any mention of a place or home of her own.
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Both women are also treated as if they do not belong in the empty buildings on the
Fairchilds’ property. Pinchy is physically displaced from the shed by Robbie and Troy,
while Aunt Studney’s right to be inside the house is questioned when Roy indignantly
asks why she has let out the bees in “his house.” The lack of place to be found for the
African American characters on the plantation outside of the kitchen or the fields and the
rare mention of their homes indicates that the white characters, from whose point of view
Welty writes the novel, have little capacity—or, perhaps, little desire—to consider or
understand the African Americans’ experience of home. They seem lost on the
plantation, unable to find a place outside of the white characters’ influence. And, if
Partheny’s experience is any indication, their experience of home may not be much
better. No matter where they are, it seems that they are constantly reminded of their
status; the white characters could never represent an “unthought known” to them.
There are two key passages in which African American characters cease to be an
“unthought known,” as well—in which their presence becomes more obvious and even
threatening to the white characters. The first begins when Dabney and India Fairchild
encounter Man-Son, an African American farni hand, while they are on their way to visit
their aunts at the Grove. As with the earlier appearances and disappearances of African
Americans in the text, Man-Son makes no real entrance; he seems to merely appear,
“directly in front of them,” “rais[ing] his hat.” It seems unlikely that Dabney would have
even noticed Man-Son, were it not for the fact that he is unexpectedly out of place:
“‘How strange—he should be picking cotton,’ thought Dabney”(DfV43). She
immediately sends him back to the fields, telling him to “go get to picking,” even as she
“tremble[s] all over, having to speak to him in such a way.” Obviously his being out of
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place is unsettling to her; she seems confused, asking him,“What do you mean?” before
she orders him back to the field (DfV 46). His appearance is out of character with what
she has come to expect, and even though he obeys her paternalistic command, his
presence brings forth a memory that demonstrates the potential for the “unthought
known” that he represents to become unknown and threatening to the white characters.
The memory that Man-Son inspires is a scene from Dabney’s childhood. Her
uncles George and Denis are in the woods when they “come on a small scuffle, a scuffle
with a knife” between Man-Son, who had turned out to be a “good negro,” and his
brother, who “had given trouble” and whom Troy had sent away from the plantation
when he became the overseer(DfV44-45). George breaks up the fight between the two
boys, finds that one ofthem has been cut by the knife, and holds them both as they “cr[y]
together melodiously like singers..., saying, still worriedly,‘Damn you! Damn you
both!”(45). Denis, contrastingly, continues nonchalantly through the woods.
Dabney reads this scene as evidence that her Uncle George “differed from the
other Fairchilds,” that “one human being can differ, very excitingly, from another”(DfV
43). It is important to note, however, that the way in which he differs from others—most
particularly his brother Denis, the golden boy of the family—is in his willingness to
interact with, to comfort, and to care about two African American boys. Instead of
treating them as shadows and with indifference, as Denis does, or correcting their
unexpected behavior with a paternalistic command, as Dabney does when she meets
Man-Son in the present time of the novel, George treats them with compassion,
enveloping them in his anns, then “ask[s] them their names and let[s] them go”(45).
Through his actions George demonstrates that there are other ways of considering the
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African Americans who work on the plantation. They can be seen as shadows, as objects.
or as individual human beings who have the potential to act in unexpected ways and are
deserving of compassion, as is shown by the fact that he asks them their names and lets
them go without punishment.
Although Dabney does “tremble all over, having to speak to [Man-Son] in such a
way,” she is not able to interact with him in the way that George does{DW 46). It is
exciting for her to realize that there is the potential for others to be different, but Dabney
is perhaps too afraid of the potential consequences of considering Man-Son in a different
way, or perhaps the “unthought known” of African American obedience and reliance is
too ingrained to be able to see him or the other African American workers “as human
beings with widely differing psychologies”(Gretlund 171). If she is surprised to realize
that her white uncle possesses the potential to be different, then maybe it is asking too
much to expect her to see past her preconceived notions and to consider Man-Son as an
individual.
But Dabney does seem to be intrigued by and perhaps even desirous of emulating
George’s actions, even though she reacts in a different way to her encounter with ManSon. The difference between Dabney and George’s reactions can, perhaps, be partially
explained when viewed through the lens of gender. George, a white male, has little to
fear from two African American boys. But Dabney is perhaps influenced by a greater,
culturally ingrained fear of sexual violence by African American men against white
women. The power her whiteness bestows upon her is challenged by the fact that ManSon is out of place, and the fear with which she reacts to him is, perhaps, inspired by the
vulnerability she feels at meeting an African American man alone. Both Dabney and
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George act to avert violence, but in different ways and for different reasons, at least some
of which seem dictated by the ingrained and unthought fears that their home has taught
them to possess. Dabney does not, perhaps, consider herself to be powerful enough to
react in the way that George does; instead she reacts to Man-Son’s unexpected
appearance with shock and distrust and immediately puts him back in what she believes
to be his rightful place, without asking for an explanation.
The second scene is dealt with in a similar, yet much more violent, way. When
Shelley Fairchild is instructed to find Troy to bring him to his wedding rehearsal, she
walks into his office and “into the point of a knife”(actually an ice pick), held by Root
M’Hook,“a field Negro,” who is apparently planning to use it on Troy. Troy is not
interested in resolving conflict and viewing his workers with compassion as George was,
nor is he able, like Dabney, to evade violence with a simple command. Without making
any effort to discuss the situation, Troy warns,“You start to throw at me. I’ll shoot you
and follows through with the warning, shooting Root M’Hook’s hand when he makes a
motion with his anti {DW257). Although Shelley is upset by the scene and declares to
herself that the wedding between her sister and Troy must not take place because
“[njobody could marry a man with blood on his door,” she ultimately realizes that “she
would jump [over the blood] as Troy told her, and never tell anybody, for what was going
to happen was going to happen,” and, more importantly, what she has just witnessed,
which has caused her so much shock, is a horrific reality of the everyday existence of the
plantation on which she lives (258).
Shelley becomes more and more indignant and horrified as she returns to the
house from the office:
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Running back along the bayou, faster than she had come, Shelley could only think
in her anger of the convincing performance Troy had given as an overseer bom
and bred. Suppose a real Deltan, a planter, were no more real than that. Suppose
a real Deltan only imitated another Deltan. Suppose the behavior of all men were
actually no more than this—imitation of other men. But it had previously
occun*ed to her that Troy was trying to imitate her father. (Suppose hQxfather
imitated...oh, not he!) Then all men could not know any too well what they were
doing. {DW259)
Perhaps, as Shelley seems to think, Troy is merely deceiving them and is not a real
Deltan.

Or, perhaps, Troy’s actions are simply part of the many complicated and

questionable forces that facilitate her experience of home. Her father may be her
definition of a “real Deltan,” but he is able to project that appearance because people like
Troy act as a buffer between any potential danger or threat to their way of life,
performing the unsavory tasks that such a position seems to necessitate. The fact that
Shelley seems so easily able to forget about the occurrence after it has happened, even
though she is originally made so “sickeningly afraid of life” by this confrontation,
indicates that she, too, is complicit in the system that creates and maintains the distance
between her family and the African American workers, the ability to depend on and
expect subordination from them, and the comfortable “unthought known that Troy
represents in that he will ensure that they do not have to fear revolt and upheaval during a
time in which “blacks outnumbered whites by about seven to one”(Dff 259, Gretlund
170).
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Shelley must ultimately abandon her questioning so that she does not have to
confront the possible imitative nature of her own existence as “Southern belle,” the
sacred identity around which much of the “real Deltan’s” understanding of himself and
the world is based. If Troy and her father—and, with them, all Southern men- are
merely imitating an idea, then everything they seek to uphold and protect, including
Shelley’s own identity, is just as false; the idea that they are imitating is, in a sense,just
as imitative as the imitation itself. The imitative quality of their existence is also
reflected when Robbie says of the Fairchilds,“But you all—you don’t ever turn into
anybody. I think you are already the same as what you love. So you couldn t
understand. You’re just loving yourselves in each other—yourselves over and over
again!”(DW 217). Each generation of the Fairchild family is an imitation of the last;
they have become imitations of imitations, which originally came from an imitation of
the ideal of the “real Deltan” or the “Southern belle.” Shelley and the rest of the
Fairchilds need Shellmound to remain as it is for their identity to remain intact and
unchallenged; therefore, Shelley must repress the meaning behind Troy’s actions and
continue to not think of the complications of her family’s identity, even though, in this
moment, they are at least temporarily “known” by her.
Home, to the white characters of Delta Wedding, then, is a place where one can
always count on the “unthought known” of the African American workers labor, both in
the fields and in the home. It is, consequently, a place of extreme tension, although the
tension is rarely recognized by the white characters and even then only for brief
moments, for the African American characters either quickly disappear from thought on
their own or are finnly put back into place by people such as Troy, who serve as an
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unpleasant reminder of the often horrific realities of such a system and of the potential for
its total disruption. For the African American characters, their work is characterized by
constantly being called upon to serve people who barely notice their hard work but are
quick to treat them with condescension, paternalism, or even violence, if the white
characters feel the situation calls for it. And their homes provide no haven from the
white characters’ influence. Partheny’s home is invaded by white children, who accuse
her of stealing, while the other African American characters seem to have no real home
within the narrative, merely drifting from place to place as they are displaced over and
over again by the white characters. There is no one to defend them or to ensure their fair
treatment; the very survival of the plantation centers on their staying in their expected
place behind the kitchen door or in the fields, as a shadowed and assumed presence that
confinns without threatening the Fairchild home and identity.
Welty’s depiction of the African American characters in the novel could easily go
without notice or remark; even the scenes in which they feature prominently could be
read in terms of what they reveal about George and Troy, or even Dabney and Shelley.
This is reflective of the way the plantation home functions. The white characters see
themselves as the most important, as the centers and facilitators of the plot of everyday
life, while the Afncan American characters do the unacknowledged work that allows life
as the Fairchilds know it to continue. They are never really given a voice or a home
within the novel; they exist solely as an “unthought known,

[I]f the reader does not

want to notice [their story], he does not have to,” but it is there, nonetheless, and “it is an
indictment of the Fairchilds,” demonstrating the “imperfection and danger” of their home
(Gretlund 173, 172).
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After considering the shadowed, never fully acknowledged presence of the
African American characters, it is interesting to inspect the way another group of
“unthought knowns” is treated in Delta Wedding, both by the Fairchilds and by Welty
herself. At the beginning of the novel, Laura thinks to herself, “[I]t was the boys and the
men that defined that family always,” even though, as Robbie notes later, “the land
belonged to the women—they only let the men have it”{DW 16, 190). As Robbie’s
quotation indicates, the Fairchild men expect the women to grant them the usage of their
land, even though none of them would likely admit that they depend on the women for
this source of power. The men also depend on the women to continue their lineage

to

produce the boys who are central to the family’s idea of itself. Their daughters, in turn,
are expected to marry the right sort of man in order to continue to perpetuate this system,
which makes Dabney’s rejection of this pattern by marrying Troy so powerful and so
disruptive to her family, even if only for a brief moment in time.
Uncovering these expectations reveals that the Fairchild women represent an
“unthought known” to the men; even though they “ask...a great deal of their men
competitively,” they nonetheless live in an extremely male-centered world and are taught
from a very young age, as Laura’s thoughts demonstrate, that the Fairchild men are the
most important {DW189). To them, the “unthought known” of their plantation home
existence is that their brothers and sons will “define the family always,” and both the
Fairchild women and Welty respond to and manipulate this knowledge in varying ways.
Unlike the African American workers, the Fairchild women are given a voice in
the novel. In fact, they are given the only voice: Welty rotates among the thoughts and
actions of Laura, Dabney, Ellen, Shelley, and Robbie in her narration. In this way Delta
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Wedding ‘‘adroitly undemiines one ‘southern’ community, that of white males on the
public stage." By bestowing the narrative voice upon the Fairchild women, Welty
suggests that women hold an underlying power within the community, even though the
men are the face of it (Kreyling 112).
The use of women as narrators creates a contradictory “relation between story and
discourse," for the men hold the most power to act within the narrative. Even though the
female point of view is highlighted and, through this emphasis, the female characters
revealed to be an important force in the male-dominated plantation system, the system
prevails nonetheless, for “the narrative strategy demonstrates the opposite of what the
female characters actually perfomi"(Gygax 14, 26). Thus, Delta Wedding, which could
easily be considered—and has been considered—a novel more concurrent with the strain
of idealized plantation fiction than that of real social criticism, becomes a critique of
plantation life in the Delta, for “the exclusively female point of view reveals that this
plantation life bears all kinds of threats, dangers, and frustrations"(Gygax 15).
The female characters react to and attempt to negotiate these frustrations in many
different ways. This is another way in which they are different from the African
American characters, who are allowed no real agency, except for in the scenes in which
their unexpected acts of personal initiative are quickly and often violently brought to a
halt. Welty emphasizes one of the main examples of a white female attempt at agency
through the title of the book: Dabney’s marriage to Troy Flavin. By marrying a family
employee who is not from the Delta and, much to the Fairchilds’ chagrin, talks fondly ot
his home in the Mississippi hills, Dabney wishes to shock and to differentiate herself
from her family, moving away from it both physically, as she moves into the house at
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Mannion, and figuratively, as she marries someone who is very clearly not “one of
them.
As she rides across the plantation to visit her aunts and sees Troy working in the
fields, one can derive evidence of her wish to be separate from the sometimes stifling and
prescriptive identity of her family:
Sometimes, Dabney was not so sure she was a Fairchild—sometimes she did not
care, that was it... What she felt, nobody knew! It would kill her father—of
course for her to be a Fairchild was an inescapable thing, to him. And she would
not take anything for the relentless way he was acting, not wanting to let her go.
The caprices of his restraining power over his daughters filled her with delight
now that she had declared what she could do... While her mother, who had never
spoken the first word against her sudden decision to marry...in the whole two
weeks, somehow defeated her. (DIF40-41)
For Dabney, the act of marrying Troy is a way of differentiating herselffrom the
Fairchild identity and of attracting and holding her father’s attention. In the patriarchal
plantation system, she has exercised agency through her “wildness for Troy [and] her
defiance of her father’s wishes,” attempting to create her own identity by marrying
someone of whom her family does not approve and drawing the gaze of her father and of
the plantation onto herself at least temporarily(DIF41). The problem, however, is that in
the end, her actions do little to change her situation. Her father’s “restraining power”
may not succeed fully, but his attempt to wield it does not last. Eventually, he comes to
tenns with her marriage and turns his thoughts to other things. And, in the end, Dabney
is really no further from the family than she was originally, even though she has moved
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to Mannion with Troy (acting as a real Fairchild in the process by taking it from Maureen
and Laura, who are the rightful inheritors but are unable to lay claim to it). She has
ultimately not even risked very much through her actions, for they are “based on a
profound sense of security within her family and on the conviction that the Fairchilds will
stand by her whoever she chooses for a husband”(Gretlund 158).
Dabney’s sister Shelley realizes the complexities and failings of Dabney’s
attempt, noting, “Dabney’s marriage, ceasing to shock, was like a door closing to her
now... It shut a door in their faces. Behind the closed door, what?” Shelley envisions a
different attempt at establishing her own identity, wishing, instead of closing herself off
even further as Dabney has, to free herselffrom the confines of Shellmound: “Shelley’s
desire fled, or danced seriously, to an open place—not from one room to another room
with its door, but to an opening wood, with weather—with change, beauty...”(DPF309).
She resolves to travel to Europe with her aunt and seems uninterested in marriage, further
indicating her desire to avoid becoming trapped within the Fairchild family identity. To
live at Shellmound is to live the static life of a Fairchild, to adore only her family
members, to overlook the daily indignities her way of life impresses on the African
American characters, and to always be considered of slightly less importance than her
brothers and other male relatives. Although Shelley and the other women of Shellmound
may not be entirely aware of all this, she and others among them are conscious enough of
the negative aspects of their home to wish to leave it, if only out of hope that they may
someday be able to understand themselves outside of the context of“Fairchild.”
From these examples and more, one can see that, although to be a Fairchild and
to live safely on a plantation in the Mississippi Delta can be comforting, as the story of
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the “Delta Cousins” was originally intended to be for John Robinson, all the other factors
that Welty later added and that were part of the reality of the plantation home of the
1920’s complicate the story and make it less easy for the characters—and for the
readers—to be content with their experience. Welty picked the year 1923 for her setting
because “it was a year without flood or crop failure,” “a year when nothing extraordinary
happened in the Delta”(Gretlund 156). She wanted to show a home in the Mississippi
Delta as it was without any drama from war or natural disaster. The realities and
inequities of the Fairchild home were everyday, mundane, neither products of any great
stress or trauma nor necessities of any demanding circumstance.
Well after the Civil War, African Americans continued to be relied upon, to be
caught within the plantation system, to be the “unthought known” that enabled the white
plantation owner’s success and security, only acknowledged when their employees
needed or were displeased with them and still allowed little to no personal agency, even
after emancipation. Although white women had slightly more mobility and relied on the
plantation system as much as white men, they were nonetheless constricted by the rigidly
patriarchal plantation system and had limited options for constructing their own
identities. Welty does not directly challenge this system or present it as any sort of
universal experience of home; her message is by no means explicitly political. “Fiction,”
she writes, “has, and must keep, a private address,” but in her depiction of the Fairchilds’
“address,” many dark realities of home are revealed (“Must the Novelist Crusade?” 809).
Welty reveals in Delta Wedding the potential for home—perhaps the one place most
would assume to be most safe and comforting—to oppress, to constrict, and to challenge.
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Welty’s own experience of home was similarly complicated. Though she loved
her family and lived in her home in Jackson, Mississippi, from late childhood until the
time she died, she considered leaving many times, originally to move to New York to
pursue a career and later to escape from the frightening racial tension that she feared
would lead to physical hanu for herself and her mother. Home was also a place fraught
with hardship and sad memories for Welty: her father died there when she was young;
she spent many years there nursing her ailing mother, which friends felt affected her
ability to write and travel; and she was always conflicted by the racist political and
private atmosphere in her home state. Perhaps her own home experience was ultimately
as much of an influence in writing Delta Wedding as was John Robinson’s, for, although
Laura’s Jackson home bears more resemblance to hers than Shellmound does, Welty was
always conscious of the realities of her own home state and of the ways in which one’s
home and family could work to construct and to constrict one’s identity. With The
Optimist's Daughter^ she would continue to confront the complexities of the experience
of home, examining the difficulties of leaving home and returning to find it and the
assured identity it once provided irrevocably changed.
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Chapter Two
Returning Home in The Optimises Daughter
Eudora Welty’s 1972 novella, The Optimist’s Daughter, tells the story of Laurel
Hand’s return to her Mount Salus, Mississippi, home after being away for several years.
Laurel lives in Chicago and has not been home since her father. Judge McKelva, married
her stepmother. Fay, a much younger woman who comes from a lower social class. She
comes back this time for her father’s funeral, and the return to her home brings back
painful memories of her mother, Becky’s, death and forces her to confront certain
untruths she has always told herself about her parents, her home, and herself. In Delta
Wedding Welty wrote of a large family that had only ever really known itself through the
identity the plantation home bestowed upon it. In The Optimist’s Daughter, Welty
considers the challenges of returning home only to find that relied upon source of identity
missing. In the novella Laurel Hand deals with grief, memory, and the shock to the
identity that occur when she returns home after her parents have died to find that the
definition she has depended on it to provide for her has been irrevocably changed and—
even more frightening—was perhaps never what she believed it to be.
The Optimist’s Daughter is, of course, Welty’s most personally inspired work.
The character of Becky comes from the same background as her mother, Chestina Welty,
and Welty has remarked that writing the novella allowed her to reflect upon and to better
understand the emotions she experienced from her mother’s death (Prenshaw,
Conversations 116). Welty herself experienced the same difficulty of leaving her home
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that Becky and Laurel seem to be grappling with throughout the book. Although she
never permanently moved away, Welty spent much time traveling, and she writes in One
Writer’s Beginnings of“[t]he torment and guilt” she felt when leaving home for New
York for the first time: “the tonnent of having the loved one go, the guilt of being the
loved one gone,” which “comes into [her] fiction as it did...into [her] life”{OWB 937).
This is reflective of the way in which Becky seems to never get over the guilt of
having left her mother and brothers in West Virginia—a situation almost identical to that
of Chestina Welty as described in One Writer's Beginnings—and of how Laurel seems to
feel guilty when her “bridesmaids” try to convince her to stay in Mt. Salus when she is
planning to return to Chicago. In order to surmount this guilt, she must realize that her
loved ones remain present in her memory no matter where she is. The changes that Fay
and the forces of time exact on her home help her to come to this realization.
Welty must also have seen her home and her relationship to it change often
throughout her lifetime. From 1925, the year of her high school graduation and the year
the family moved into the house on Pinehurst Street, until her death in 2001, Welty lived
in the same house, but her role within it changed many times. While she lived in there,
she dealt with the deaths of her father, her mother, her brothers, and many of her oldest
friends. Welty went from being a visiting college student, to living there with her entire
family, to being her mother’s full-time caretaker long after her father died and her
brothers had left the home, to living in the home alone, hosting friends, relatives, and
even strangers who would drop by to meet the famous author, to finally being confined
there, unable to travel or to speak publicly as a result of her failing health (Marrs,
Biography 16, 320, 559). All of these changes are reflected in those Laurel faces upon
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returning home. Although the changes Welty experienced were not caused by leaving
home pennanently, she must certainly have left home on one or more of her many trips
without fully realizing or coming to ternis with what she was leaving, and she likely often
returned to find the way she understood her home and herself within it irrevocably
changed because of forces outside of her control.
In order to further illuminate Welty’s feelings about her own home, about the
general function of home in contextualizing identity, and about how home works
particularly in The Optimist's Daughter, it is, perhaps, useful to return to the passage
from “Place in Fiction” used earlier in correlation to Delta Wedding:
There may come to be new places in our lives that are second spiritual
homes...[b]ut the home tie is the blood tie. And had it meant nothing to us, any
other place thereafter would have meant less, and we would carry no compass
inside ourselves to find home, anywhere at all. We would not even guess what
we had missed. (794)
Welty and Laurel both seem to experience home as “the blood tie,” as a place that
contextualizes other places and homes and gives them meaning in comparison to their
original experience of it. Until Laurel returns home after her father’s death, it seems that
she has “not even guessed what she has missed,” because she does not really know her
home. She has within her mind a certain conception of her parents’ relationship, of her
family’s place within the community, and even of the house’s physical details, but when
she returns, she finds all of this changed. Fay has overtaken the house, her “bridesmaids’
are chiding her for having moved away, and the attendees at her father’s funeral talk of
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him in such an aggrandizing manner that she cannot bear to hear it, because they are not
speaking of Judge McKelva as she remembers him and “knew” him to be.
In a way her childhood home “is no longer ‘home’ in the sense that it provides
the foundation of[her] identity, and Mt. Salus no longer furnishes Laurel with an identity
as a member of the community”(Gretlund 290). Because she has left Mississippi for
Chicago, her identity in relation to her home is irrevocably altered in ways she likely did
not predict upon leaving. This gap between expectation and reality that greets her upon
her return leaves Laurel confused, distressed, and searching for answers and remnants of
the home she used to know in what is now legally Fay’s house. If, as Welty wrote in
Place in Fiction, [i]t is by knowing where you stand that you grow able to judge where
you are”; if place “never really stops informing us, for it is forever astir, alive, changing,
reflecting, like the mind of man itself,” then it seems to follow that Laurel will be without
“equilibrium” and “sense of direction” until she acquires this “original awareness,” this
integral understanding of her original home,the place that, once comprehended, will help
her to “understand other places better”(792). Without accomplishing this it seems she
will continue to be lost and unable to truly understand both what she has left behind and
what she is headed towards.
Before discussing the forces and ideas with which Laurel must and does come to
terms, however, it is important to note that with which she does not. The continued and
reassuring—if largely unappreciated—presence of the McKelvas’ African American
employee, Missouri, is the one aspect of Laurel’s home that seems to have remained the
same. The first morning after she arrives home. Laurel walks downstairs,“[ajnd there
[is] Missouri, standing in her hat and coat in the middle of the kitchen”{OD 917). As
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with the African American characters in Delta Wedding, Missouri seems to simply
appear or even to be standing in waiting for Laurel to arrive, seemingly materializing
only out of Laurel’s need of her. Patricia Yaeger’s concept ofthe “unthought known,” or
the “expectations about the way the world will shape itself’ that are “known but
unthought or unacknowledged” is applicable again here(Yaeger 101). Although Laurel
greets Missouri with warmth and asks if she minds waking Fay(a question the Fairchilds
never would have thought to ask their African American employees), Missouri’s presence
is expected and largely “unthought.” After their initial greeting, Missouri fades into the
background, rarely mentioned except in her capacity as a domestic worker. She “behaves
with the loyalty Laurel expects, and she gets little attention,” even though she is one of
the few comforting aspects of Laurel’s return home (Gretlund 288).
This comfort derives from the fact that Missouri and her role within the household
are largely the same as they were when Laurel was a child. When Laurel first sees her,
she notes that she “wash[es] her hands, and then [shakes] out a fresh apron,just as she’d
started every morning off during Laurel’s mother’s life in Mount Salus.” Missouri then
says to Laurel,“Well,I'm here andyow 're here,” acknowledging Laurel’s distress at the
changes that have occurred since the last time they were together and attempting to
provide comfort by reminding her that the unthought fact of her presence and devoted
service, at least, remains constant and unchanged. She also positions Laurel and herself
in opposition to the infilftation of the new that Fay represents, remarking, with apparent
disapproval,""He(Judge McKelva)always want Miss Fay to have her breakfast in bed.”
This is also an attempt to comfort Laurel, indicating that, even though Missouri abided by
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what Judge McKelva wanted, she did not approve of Fay and of the luxuries Judge
McKelva allowed her(OD 917).
It is important to note, however, that although Judge McKelva allowed these
luxuries, Missouri was the one who did the physical work of providing them, waking Fay
each morning with her breakfast on a tray and no doubt catering to others of Fay’s desires
as well,just as she has likely always done for the entire McKelva family. And Laurel
expects her to continue doing this work, even though she obviously disapproves of Fay’s
habits, so that she does not have to deal with her stepmother herself or risk conflict with
her when her expectations are not met. When Laurel asks if she minds continuing to
fulfill this duty, Missouri responds,“Do it for him... He mightily enjoyed having him
somebody to spoil,” but, of course. Judge McKelva never spoiled Fay himself; he
instructed Missouri to spoil her, making her work that much harder while he sought to
make Fay’s life easier {OD 917).
Laurel’s disapproval of the situation likewise does not seem to be a result of any
worry or guilt about how Missouri feels about it; she seems, rather, to feel that Fay is
simply not worthy of such luxuries and to be threatened by such an obvious sign of Fay’s
intrusion into her home. Asking Missouri,“Do you mind?” is perhaps, then, not so much
a consideration of Missouri’s feelings as it is an attempt to lessen Fay’s importance in the
household. She likely knows without asking that Missouri will not say that she minds
attending to Fay, even though her previous comments have made it clear that she resents
it; she is merely using the act of asking as a tool for establishing power, indicating that
Fay’s desires are so trivial that Missouri, a woman of little social power, could choose
whether or not she wishes to fulfill them {OD 917).
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Although Missouri is only mentioned briefly in this short passage, if one stops to
investigate the interaction between the two women,it is immediately obvious that she
represents an unthought source of comfort and servitude, which Laurel knows to expect
even after she has been away for a prolonged period of time. Missouri is one of the few
vestiges of the reality of home that Laurel used to understand, and, because Laurel does
not ever really “know” and is never forced to confront her family’s reliance upon and use
of Missouri, her presence confinus and allows Laurel to take comfort in at least one
aspect of her learned, home identity that has not changed at all.
As Welty notes in an interview in which she is asked to provide an example of
“genuine black and white friendship in [her] fiction,” Missouri also “stands with Laurel
and helps her” while “Judge McKelva’s body is being carried out” and “[s]he helps her
with the bird too” when it gets trapped in the home at the end of the novel. Although it is
true that she provides comfort to Laurel “in these really wrenching experiences that
Laurel is going through all by herself,” Laurel’s return of the friendship is questionable.
Missouri is, indeed,“always sensitive to what is going on,” but Laurel does not share in
her sensitivity (Prenshaw, Conversations 225). She does not take into consideration the
fact that Missouri’s life has been greatly changed, as well, and, as previously mentioned.
Laurel’s one act of consideration towards her can be interpreted as having selfish
motives.
It is significant that Missouri in a way “crosses the social distance” between
herself and her employer, emerging from her domestic space to stand publicly with
Laurel and Miss Adele at the funeral, indicating that she has a special connection with
Laurel and her family, but the nature of her relationship with Laurel is otherwise largely
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non-transgressive (Titus 246). Although Welty intends them to be “big friends,” the two
women’s relationship is nonetheless dictated by Laurel’s unthought reliance on Missouri,
a reliance which Laurel is never called upon to question and which is never complicated.
unlike most other “known” aspects of her home (Prenshaw, Conversations 225). Instead,
Missouri constantly serves to confirm Laurel’s understanding of herself and her home as
everything else threatens to destroy it, whether attempting to cheer her by saying,“The
house looking like it used to look!” or simply by upholding her expected role, providing a
comforting presence in the background as she goes about her domestic chores(OD 940).
Two of the other few mentions of African Americans in the novella are Laurel’s
observance that “Black Mount Salus had come (to her father’s funeral), too, and the black
had dressed themselves in black” and Fay’s family’s reluctance to acknowledge their
presence {OD 937). “You drew a large crowd, too,” Fay’s sister remarks,

Without even

having to count those Negroes”(940). The passing acknowledgement of the African
Americans at the funeral indicates that they, too, represent an “unthought known” to the
white characters. Laurel “seems to take [their presence] for granted and is not
particularly grateful to them for their tribute to their old benefactor”(Gretlund 288).
Similarly, the excitement Fay’s sister expresses at having a large crowd without including
the African American attendance in the total indicates she expected them to attend but
does not count them as worthy of note, unless her sister were to need them to enhance the
number of attendees at her husband’s funeral.
If, as Toni Morrison asserts, “a real or fabricated Africanist presence [is] crucial
to [authors’] sense of Americanness,” then the “bodies of this presence” are an essential
indicator of and tool for expressing the characters’ social status (6). Laurel, who comes
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from a higher class, has been taught to expect but to largely ignore or to consider only
casually this “Africanist presence,” while Fay’s sister, who is of the lower class, speaks
openly about their presence and the way she has learned to use them—to literally count
their bodies—in order to portray a certain public image for herself and her sister. Neither
acknowledges these “bodies” as individuals or discusses why they have turned out in
such great number for the judge’s funeral. They simply notice that they are there, as they
are expected to be. As in Delta Wedding, the only instance in which they would likely be
discussed beyond a fleeting observation of their presence would be if they were to act in
an unexpected way. The characters might have found them more remarkable had they
not been in attendance, for instance, questioning why they chose not to pay their respects
or bemoaning that they were not there to boost the crowd’s numbers. As it is in the
novella, however, they are simply there, where they are expected to be,just as Missouri,
the only African American character who is presented as an individual, is always right
where Laurel needs her to be.
Little else is exactly how Laurel expects it, however. Fay, in particular, manages
to be present everywhere Laurel does not wish her to be, reminding her of what she feels
to be her father’s indiscretion in marrying such a woman and constantly confronting her
with change. Fay is, to be sure, somewhat difficult to handle. While Judge McKelva is
lying in recovery from his surgery in the hospital in New Orleans, Fay seems impatient at
having to wait so long for him to recover and seems to begrudge the judge for being in
such a position. Right before Judge McKelva dies. Laurel hears her yelling at him,
“Enough is enough... This is my birthday!” Laurel finds out from the nurse, who has to
force Fay out of the room, that her stepmother “laid hands on him” and “was abusing
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him,” trying “to pull him out of that bed”{OD 901). When Judge McKelva dies soon
after, Laurel seems to blame Fay’s actions for killing him, but Fay blames everyone but
herself, complaining,“They went in my husband’s eye without consulting my feelings”
and telling the Dr. Courtland, a longtime friend of the McKelva family,“All I hope is you
lay awake tonight and remember how little you were good for!”(904,908).
Laurel is left to return home with a woman she barely knows, of whom she is
obviously disdainful, and whom she feels killed her father, which complicates her
experience from the beginning. Laurel portrays Fay “not only as an individual with many
egocentric comments on her husband’s death, at least partly caused by herself, but also as
999

an uncultured member of a lower class with ‘an awful taste.

Laurel is offended by what

she perceives to be her horrible manners and lack of decorum and “remains puzzled by
the flaw in her father that made him marry Fay”(Gretlund 299).
The reader may agree with this assessment, but it is important to remember that
every description of Fay is given from Laurel’s point of view, a perspective that does not
allow for much pity or for any consideration that “Fay is emotionally strained before,
during, and after her husband’s funeral”(Gretlund 300). She may behave badly, and it
may be hard to empathize when she cries piteously over her husband’s death,“Nobody
told me this was what was going to happen to me,” but there is a certain innocence about
her that indicates that perhaps she has gotten herself into a situation that she does not
know how to—and did not expect to have to—handle when she married the judge {OD
909). Even Laurel begrudgingly admits to herself at the end of the novel that, when she
shook the judge in the hospital,“Fay had only been making a scene
that “[vjery likely, making a scene was, for Fay, like home”(963).
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that was all,” and

This understanding of home is reflected in other parts of the novella, such as
when Fay makes a scene at Judge McKelva’s funeral, an act which her family seems to
expect of her and in which they encourage her to engage. At the time Laurel sees this
display as an inability to “know the meaning of what has happened to them,” but perhaps
it is merely the way in which Fay has learned from her family—from the “blood tie” of
her “original home

■to contextualize and deal with traumatic experiences {OD 934).

Although this understanding of home is extremely different from Laurel’s and serves to
complicate her experience of her own home. Fay’s expression of it is her attempt to
recreate and grasp onto whatever is left of her childhood understanding of home in order
to ground herself during a trying time, which is not particularly different from what
Laurel is attempting to accomplish throughout the novella.
This and other factors indicate a certain kinship between the two women, though
Laurel is loath to recognize it. They are around the same age, they have both recently
lost husbands, and “Fay is as much a displaced person in Mount Salus...as Laurel has
become.” She lives “in a town that is blatantly hostile to her” and “moves among people
that show no inclination to allow her a sense of individual identity (Gretlund 300). Both
women seek to return to some other understanding in order to feel more at home in a
place that has, to different extents, displaced and ostracized them. The unacknowledged
truth of their similarity is the primary reason for the unsettling of Laurel s home identity.
She understands Fay as “other,” so it is disconcerting to find herself in some ways
aligned with her in her own hometown.
Fay’s presence also confounds her understanding of her father and of her family s
place in Mount Salus society. And when Fay’s family arrives at her father s funeral, the
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difference between them and the members of the Mount Salus community is further
marked, and one can understand why Fay felt the need to deny her family’s existence to
Laurel and the other people of the town, who are quick to raise their eyebrows at the
Chisoms’ exaggerated displays of grief and their loud fawning over “Wanda Fay.”
Laurel’s “dominant and solid middle-class, quasi-artistic consciousness” clashes with and
is offended by Fay and her family’s perceived “vulgarity and viciousness,” which Laurel
relates to their lower-class upbringing(Hardy 86).
Laurel finds traces of this “vulgarity” all throughout the sacred space of her
childhood home. Fay “‘desecrates’ Laurel’s memory of her father and mother by
rejecting all past experience in her ravenous intent upon the present moment” through
“particular actions against Laurel’s treasured...memories”(Montgomery 39). This is
apparent from Laurel’s first night in her old home: “Fay slept farther away tonight than
in [the hotel in New Orleans]—they could not hear each other in this house

but nearer

in a different way. She was sleeping in the bed where Laurel was bom; and where her
mother had died”{OD 917). Laurel obviously feels discomfort with the “nearness” of
Fay and what she represents to everything Laurel holds dear and to all of her most
treasured and painful memories, of which Fay has no clue and about which she would
likely not care to know.
Laurel is further disgmntled by the physical markers of Fay’s presence, which she
finds all throughout the house. When she goes into the room to wake Fay in the morning
after Missouri’s best efforts fail, she is bewildered by the scene that greets her:
Instead of her mother’s writing cabinet that used to stand between those
windows, the bed faced her. It seemed to swim in a bath ot pink light. The
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mahogany headboard, rising high from the mantelpiece, had been quilted from top
to bottom in peach satin; peach satin ruffles were thrown back over the foot of the
bed; peach satin smothered the windows all around. {OD 918)
Laurel looks past all this change temporarily to note Fay’s vulnerability, wondering to
herself, “Is there any sleeping person you can be entirely sure you have not misjudged?”
But then she sees “the new green shoes placed like ornaments on the mantel shelf,” and
she is reminded again of what she feels to be Fay’s excessive imposition into what she
has always understood as her parents’ room (918).
Laurel discovers more markers of Fay’s presence when she goes into her father’s
library to search for memories of her parents and remnants of the home’s former identity.
Although “there [is] nothing of her mother [there] for Fay to find, or for herself to
receive,” there is something of Fay for Laurel to find on her father’s desk:

Vermillion

drops of hardened stuff on the dark wood—not sealing wax; nail polish. They made a
little track toward the chair, as if Fay had walked her fingers over the desk from where
she’d perched in its comer, doing her nails”{OD 957). Laurel is quick to remove the
polish from the desk; “[h]aving entered the library in order to find some sign of the past.
Laurel must mb off a sign of the present”(Gygax 104).
Although Laurel and the reader’s penchant may be for blaming Fay for all these
changes and intmsions, there is no real reason for Laurel to expect that things would be
different. Fay has been living in the home and keeping Judge McKelva company for
some time, while Laurel has been away. She could hardly have expected her to leave the
house as a shrine to her mother, nor would it have been fair to Fay if she had. Rather
than seeing signs of desecration. Laurel should perhaps consider Fay’s changes to the
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house as signs of her attempt to recreate her own home in a foreign, hostile environment.
Fay’s unpleasant attitude makes this fact hard to bear, however, particularly when she
announces after the funeral, “1 sure do know whose house this is... But maybe it’s
something a few other people are going to have to learn”{OD 940). But, as improper as
it may be to declare this in front of a group of mourners. Fay is correct. The house is now
legally hers, and the person to blame for that, more than anyone else, is Judge McKelva,
the man to whom everyone at the funeral has come to pay his or her respects. He is the
one who brought Fay into the home and into the community, and Laurel must ultimately
confront the issues that this inclusion causes in her understanding of her father and of her
family as a whole.
To Laurel, it is almost a betrayal that her father has moved on from Becky and, in
a sense, moved on from the time when she lived in the home. The fact that she finds no
trace of her mother—that her father was not still living in the past at the time of his
death—is upsetting to her. Laurel’s own “idea of self simply requires the past, as she
sees it, in order for her to deal with the present,” and “[h]er passion for the past includes
any tangible object that can support her sense of identity”(Gretlund 303). This is why
she is so affronted by Fay’s changes to her parents’ room and by her father’s decision not
to keep any such “tangible object” in his library.
Laurel finds what she is looking for only after a bird in her house has forced her
to lock herself into the sewing room, where her mother’s secretary is located. She
immediately feels the difference in the room’s aura:

It was quieter here. It was around

the comer from the wind, and a room away from the bird and the disturbed dark. It
seemed as far from the rest of the house itself as Mount Salus was from Chicago”{OD
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964). Here is the last sanctuary from Fay’s encroaching presence, and here are all the
physical remnants of the home’s old life to be found. All of the letters her father wrote to
her mother are neatly organized in the secretary, and they bring back memories of
Laurel’s visits with her mother “up home” in West Virginia, which are almost identical to
those Welty experienced with her mother growing up {OD 965). Laurel had always
sensed that her mother never really connected as well to her new home as she did to her
original one in the mountains.

Up home’...Becky was too happy to know what went on

in the outside world,” but she was discontent in Mount Salus and, when her mother died,
she felt guilty for not having been in West Virginia with her(969).
Although Laurel never seems to have been as wholly content in her home as
Becky was in West Virginia, she nonetheless appears to be going through a similar
struggle. Part of the difficulty of coming home is, perhaps, feeling guilty for not having
appreciated it and taken advantage of it more when she had the chance. She seems to feel
guilty for leaving Mount Salus for Chicago,just as her mother felt guilty for leaving West
Virginia, a guilt and regret that manifested itself in anger towards her daughter and
husband in her final dying days. Laurel exhibits anger towards first Fay for coming into
her home,then her father for allowing her entrance and moving on from her mother, and
finally her mother for the severity with which she treated her father in her last days; but
perhaps her deepest and most painful emotions lie in her own guilt and regret for what
she unknowingly left behind when she departed for Chicago.
Whether Laurel was aware of what she was leaving when she left for Chicago or
simply suppressed any misgivings she might have had is debatable. It does seem that a
certain dissatisfaction with her home drove her to leave it in search of other places and
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experiences, but she still seems unprepared for the drastic changes that have occurred in
her absence. Of course, change is no more her fault than it is anyone else’s; it is a painful
reality of home and of life in general that Welty painstakingly demonstrates in the
novella. It is a reality that Welty and her own mother likely felt and is perhaps the source
of Welty’s own enhanced understanding that she gained through writing the novel.
Ultimately, however. Laurel is better for having faced and come to terms with her grief
and with the dramatic changes that have come with the deaths of her parents and the
passage of time. She has been forced to realize that “[t]he past she has been guarding so
anxiously was not something evoked by her memory of life with her parents in Mount
Salus, but rather a fixed and relic-like image that Laurel had chosen and willed to be the
true representation of the past”(Gretlund 305). It was a sort of“unthought known” in
and of itself on which she could rely until her return home, when she realizes that she
never really knew it at all.
There is still one more loss Laurel must confront before she can completely
accept this new reality, however: the death of her husband, Phil. Phil is not mentioned
very often within the text, for her relationship with him took place largely outside of
Mount Salus, and she seems to have been trying to repress the grief that comes with his
memory. But when she realizes that her home and her parents are not what she thought
they were, “[a] flood of feeling descend[s] on Laurel,” and she thinks to herself,
could have lived-

Phil

{OD 977). If he had lived, she seems to be thinking, perhaps she

would have been saved or at least shielded from this difficult confrontation with the
reality of home. Or perhaps it would not have mattered to her so much that it had
become so painfully “difficult for her to reconcile this present experience with her
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memories of life in it as a child”(Montgomery 35). But Phil [is] lost,” and so are her
parents, and so are her memories, which makes Fay’s final degradation of a physical
symbol of her past that much more painful(OD 977).
Laurel’s final interaction with Fay concerns the breadboard that Phil handcrafted
for Becky. Laurel finds it buried deep within the kitchen cabinets, and just as she
removes it. Fay walks into the kitchen. Distraught by the damage done to the breadboard.
Laurel confronts her, asking what she has done to it. Fay responds by saying that she has
cracked walnuts on it, not recognizing it as anything other than a physical object to be
used for practical purposes. Outraged, Laurel exclaims what she has been feeling all
along,“You desecrated this house”(OZ)987). The words make no impact on Fay,
however; she does not even know what they mean. And she responds with exactly the
44

sentiment that has made Laurel so distraught to begin with:

I’ll have you remember it’s

my house now, and I can do what I want to with it... With everything in it. And that goes
for that breadboard too”(988).
At this moment Laurel recognizes the inevitability of Fay and the change and
future that she represents. “Fay could have walked in early as well as late,” she realizes.
44

she could have come at any time at all. She was coming”{OD 988). And, though she
has the urge to hit Fay over the head with the breadboard as she desecrates her mother’s
name and insists on keeping this last physical remnant of her past. Laurel is finally able
to let go of the breadboard and everything along with it. In leaving it to Fay,“a person of
the future,” and, earlier, in burning her mother’s letters, “she frees herself from the past
and its memorabilia because she has more than enough of it in her memory”(Gygax
115).
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This understanding of memory she has come to realize through reflection on an
experience she had while on a train ride with Phil, when she witnessed “the confluence of
the waters, the Ohio and the Mississippi,” and recognized that, like the rivers, the
confluence of memory would continue to flow forever in her mind {OD 979). She now is
able to relinquish physical relics of the past because “memory lived not in initial
possession but in the freed hands, pardoned and freed, and in the heart that can empty but
fill again, in the patterns restored by dreams”(992). As Welty writes at the end of One
Writer's Beginnings,“[t]he memory is a living thing- it too is in transit. But during its
moment, all that is remembered joins, and lives—the old and the young, the past and the
present, the living and the dead”(948). Laurel needs only her memory in order to
preserve and cherish her family and to truly understand herself and the context of home
from which she originated. It is difficult to leave her former idealized notions behind and
to accept that Fay has taken ownership of the place that used to contain these memories,
but Laurel ultimately recognizes the necessity of doing so in order to heal and to move
into a new chapter of her life, finally understanding that the place from which she is
coming is merely that: a place, subject to time, to change, to infiltration. Once she
leaves place behind and is content to simply remember, home becomes something that
she can take with her, a mutable force that can be adapted to each new place, even as she
keeps her memories of her first home intact.
This sentiment, as well as Laurel’s overall experience, is paralleled elsewhere in
Welty’s fiction, particularly in Virgie Rainey’s experience with coming home in “The
Wanderers,” the final story of The Golden Apples. In it Virgie returns home for her
mother’s funeral after having been away from the town of Morgana, Mississippi, for
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several years. Although the two women seem very similar in these regards, Virgie is of a
lower class than Laurel and has always been considered something of an outsider in her
small hometown. Nevertheless, she, too, seems to hold a certain nostalgia upon her
return, walking from the train to her home “by the back way” and “looking about her in a
kind of glory”(GA 546). She is, of course, also forced to face a huge change with her
mother’s death and to come to terms with her absence, but she seems to recognize already
what it takes Laurel the entire novella to realize, perhaps because her outsider status has
forced her to confront it:
Virgie never saw it differently, never doubted that all the opposites on earth were
close together, love close to hate, living to dying; but ofthem all, hope and
despair were the closest blood—unrecognizable one from the other sometimes.
making moments double upon themselves, and in the doubling double again.
amending but never taking back.(GA 546)
The idea of all opposites being close together is similar to that of the confluence of
memory, both bad and good, both hurtful and happy. Virgie has been through as much
pain as Laurel has, if not more, but she has learned to understand the world in general and
her home in particular as places where one can expect both comfort and disappointment.
both love and hate. This reality is what is so shocking to Laurel; the fact that her home
could contain such negative emotions is something she has attempted to deny and
suppress her entire life. It is only by leaving and returning to Mount Salus to find it
changed that she is forced to realize that “she is not benefiting in her life from her chosen
version of the past,” that “the McKelva House is not a shrine to the past and that she must
cease trying to make it one.” For in making it a shrine, she gave people like Fay the
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power to desecrate it. She learns instead that “memory depends on somebody
remembering it for its existence and not on the physical possession of a breadboard or a
house”(Gretlund 306). Such a memory is much easier to maintain and ultimately much
more comforting than the false idol she previously understood her home to be.
Before Laurel returned to Mount Salus, her home represented a sort of“unthought
known” to her, an idea upon which she based a large part of her identity and whose
continued and unchanged existence she never questioned. But upon returning to a house
empty of her parents and filled with signs of Fay’s presence, Laurel is forced to face one
of the toughest realities of home: it, like everything else in life, can and does change.
Even Welty likely experienced such change, even though she lived in the same home
from her teenage years until the time she died. And both Welty’s mother and Becky
experienced similar reactions to leaving home, never quite being able to feel “at home”
without being within its reassuring confines. But even their homes were not impervious
to change: their mothers died, and their brothers moved and found jobs elsewhere.
Although their mothers never seem to have come to terms with this change. Laurel—and
perhaps Welty, too, through writing this novella, if she had not already—does ultimately
recognize the falsity behind the idea of home as most are taught to conceive of it,
learning to keep it alive through memory, even as she recognizes that it cannot and will
not continue to exist as she remembers it.
Perhaps it is only in leaving and coming back that one can really be impressed by
how much change is possible in a place that one is taught to think will always be there,
waiting and unchanging. In Delta Wedding the Fairchilds are never really forced to
confront this aspect of their home; some of them even seem to find the identity it confers
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upon them too stagnant and confining. But if they were to leave, perhaps they, too,
would come back to find that even Shellmound is not as safe and dependable as they
thought it to be. The one constant on which both the Fairchilds and Laurel can depend is
the still “unthought known” of their African American workers. Even after Laurel has
left and her father has died, she can still count upon Missouri’s presence when she
returns, and every aspect of her character is reassuring and confinning to Laurel’s bruised
identity. If everything else changes, her presence is one thing that stays the same.
The fact that The Optimist's Daughter takes place during the time in which Welty
was writing it—the I960’s and 70’s—complicates this understanding, even if Welty does
not directly complicate it within the novella. Even in the 1920’s setting of Delta
Weddings equating blackness with stasis could be seen as problematic, with World War II
hovering in the future, but in the time period of The Optimist s Daughter, it is simply no
longer a reality, if it ever was. In the near future—if not in the present time of the
book—African Americans will cease to represent an “unthought known” in the white
Southern mindset. Whether Welty means to communicate this or not is questionable, for
Laurel’s relationship with Missouri seems to have been based upon one of her own
relationships, but her writing brings to light this complication and indicates that even the
presence of Missouri will soon no longer be an unthought reality for Laurel, a recognition
that reflects the fact that the South as a whole will soon be forced to recognize its own
unthought knowns” when it finds that they are no longer there to confirm its image of
itself.
Although Missouri’s unthought presence persists for the moment, the unwanted
presence of Fay serves to disrupt everything else Laurel has learned to expect when
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returning home. In order to free herself from the fear and anxiety that accompany this
infiltration, this future that Fay represents. Laurel must accept that the past as she
remembers it is only that: a memory. She may keep it with her for the rest of her life,
using it to contextualize all future experience, but she can never again truly go back to the
physical space of home. It is, perhaps, important to keep Laurel’s experience in mind
when reading the next chapter on The Bride ofthe Irmisfalien. The travelers in the
collection will likely have similar experiences when they return home, if they return at
all. The freedom of travel and possibilities for new identity seem to atone for this loss,
however. Laurel is likely headed for a similar experience offreedom now that she has
unanchored herself from the “unthought known” of home.
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Chapter Three
Leaving Home in The Bride ofthe Innisfallen
Eudora Welty’s The Bride ofthe Innisfallen and Other Stories(1955)is markedly
different from her other works in that most of the characters found in it seem
disconnected from place, rather than intrinsically tied to it. Unlike those in Delta
Wedding and The Optimist’s Daughter, the characters in The Bride ofthe Innisfallen do
not seem to receive a sense of identity from the places in which they find themselves;
they are, rather, displaced and undefined, a condition that proves both freeing and
horrifying to them. The stories in the collection, particularly “No Place for You, My
9) 46

Love,

The Burning,” “The Bride of the Innisfallen,” and “Going to Naples,” show the

effects of complete detachment from any sense of home, whether the separation is
embarked upon through travel or, as in “The Burning,” forced upon the characters by
some outside power.
Also unique about these four stories in comparison to Welty’s other writing is
their relationship to the South. Though most of her other fiction is rooted in small
Southern communities, only two of the four stories discussed here take place in the
South, and they differ from Welty’s other works in their portrayal of it. “No Place for
You, My Love” takes place in New Orleans but is told from the point of view of two nonSouthemers who find themselves outsiders in it. “The Burning” deals with the more
traditionally Southern topic of the Civil War, describing the burning and pillaging ot the
house of two white. Southern women from the point of view of their Afi'ican American
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slave, Delilah, but, as Welty herself has remarked, it is an unusual subject for her. She
said once that writing “The Burning” was “almost the only time I ever tried to write
something which is not in our time and place”(Prenshaw, Conversations 221). The other
two stories are tales of travelers who find themselves outside of the American South and
almost completely without any context of place. “The Bride of the Innisfallen” tells of a
group of strangers on a train as they travel from England to Ireland, while “Music from
Spain” describes the passage by ship of a young Italian girl and her mother from the
United States to Italy.
In all four stories the characters seem at least temporarily free of any sort of
prescriptive identity that place might confer upon them. For the two white women in
The Burning,” the loss of identity that comes with the loss of their home is deeply
traumatic, but for the rest of the characters, the lack ofcontext—not being confined
within a secure home and the identity that comes with it-

leaves them “more often

contented than tormented,” with a newfound sense of personal freedom (Marrs,“Place
and the Displaced” 648). They have “a desire to discover who they really are outside
structure,” and, although in most cases this freedom from structure is only temporary, the
characters as a whole seem to be more comfortable with themselves detached from or in
between places than Laurel does in her childhood home in Mount Salus, or even than
some of the Fairchilds do in their secure plantation home in the Delta(Compton 6).
That such “placelessness” is portrayed in such a positive light in the fiction of the
author who champions place in “Place in Fiction”(1956) is perhaps surprising. In the
essay Welty writes that, even though place is often considered “one of the lesser angels
that watch over the racing hand of fiction,” it is nonetheless extremely important, for
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“[l]ocation is the ground conductor of all the currents of emotion and belief and moral
conviction that charge out from the story in its course”(781, 792). The seeming
contradiction between this philosophy of writing and the characters’ displacement in The
Bride ofthe Innisfallen seems puzzling. Suzanne Marrs notes that The Bride ofthe
InnisfaUen “disoriented critics when it was published,” citing “the ‘sense of place’ that is
missing from these stories” as “the key reason they so bewildered many of Welty’s
readers”(“Place and the Displaced” 647).
But the stories are not so much lacking in a sense place or location as they are in
the sense of rootedness in place that is so familiar in the rest of Welty’s fiction. Instead of
examining place’s influence on identity, Welty “deals with the way individuals can live
and create meaning for themselves without being rooted in place and time”(Marrs,
“Place and the Displaced” 647). The characters are not at home or returning home, as
they are in most of Welty’s other works; they are, instead, leaving home, departing from
any sense of stasis or normalcy to embark on voyages to particular, yet unknown places.
Welty writes, “[B]y confining character,[place] defines it,” but in The Bride of
the Innisfallen^ the places she provides do not confine character; they complicate and
expand it, leaving each individual at least temporarily free to grapple with his or her own
identity in the liberating space of a non-confining place (“Place in Fiction 786). They
cannot have the same experience at home, where understandings of identity are
predetemiined, static, and even deceptive, as Welty demonstrated with Delta Wedding
and The Optimist's Daughter. Only in these unique situations of travel and displacement
do the characters have the opportunity to create identity outside of that preconceived
context of home.
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Although Welty is most often pictured residing in her family’s Jackson,
Mississippi, home,she enjoyed the freedom of travel in her own life, as well. Her
frequent journeys to New York, as well as trips taken to California, Europe, and various
universities throughout the United States in her role as a public speaker “served to
conflnn the sense of independence and contentment that Welty felt as a writer and as an
individual.

Although she loved her home, it “posed a threat to [her] fierce need for

freedom,” a need that was fulfilled through extensive travel(Marrs,“Place and the
Displaced” 786). There were periods of time during which she was largely unable to
travel—for instance, when her mother was seriously ill and she spent most of her time
looking after her and when Welty herself became too ill to be able to go far from her
home. During these times Welty seemed to feel confined, unable to see her many friends
or to feel truly herself. Other times she traveled so often, for speaking engagements or
simply for pleasure, that her friends cautioned her against traveling too much,feeling that
it detracted from the time she spent writing.
At least some of Welty’s travels, however, seemed to serve more as inspiration
than distraction, for The Bride ofthe Innisfallen appears to have been greatly influenced
by several trips upon which she embarked in the late I940’s and early 1950 s. One such
excursion took place relatively close to home, when Welty “met Carvel Collins, a young
Harvard University English professor” while in New Orleans and “accepted an invitation
to accompany him on a drive ‘south of South’ to Venice, Louisiana”(Marrs, Biography
204). Welty wrote excitedly of the outing to her fnend and fellow author Elizabeth
Bowen, describing an experience that would inspire her to revise a story she had already
begun into “No Place for You, My Love”(205). In the story the characters’ names and
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backgrounds are changed—they are both from far away places(Toledo and Syracuse)
and feel out of place in the Southern setting, and both are in unhappy relationships with
other people—but the experience seems to be much the same as the one Welty and
Collins had together. The two are only casual acquaintances but decide to travel south
of South” together for the day. They eventually stop at a beer shack to eat and dance
before returning to New Orleans. While on the trip, they share a kiss, but in the end, they
each return to their respective lives, and their relationship seems to end as quickly as it
began. Although Welty did not include this detail in her letter to Bowen, Collins recalled
in a later conversation that he kissed Welty on the way back to New Orleans,just as the
man in the story kisses the woman. And Welty and Collins’s relationship was equally as
fleeting as the one in the story(Marrs, Biography 205-206).
Welty writes in “Writing and Analyzing a Story”(1955)of how No Place for
You, My Love” began as a very different story, of“a girl in a claustrophobic
predicament,” “caught fast in the over-familiar, monotonous life of her small town, a
situation that seems to parallel Virgie’s experience in The Golden Apples or even Shelley
or Dabney’s situation in Delta Wedding. Welty writes of how her trip to Louisiana
changed the story, however: “As a result of my ride, I extricated

not the girl, but the

story. Before,“[t]he character had been well sealed inside her world, by nature and
circumstance,just where [Welty had] put her.” But Welty effectively unsealed her,
making her Midwestern instead of Southern and introducing a new male character to the
story to observe her, rather than allowing the narration to take place inside her head
(“Writing and Analyzing a Story” 776).
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By “extricating” and “unsealing” the girl from familiar circumstances, making her
an out of place outsider rather than a suffocated insider, Welty makes room for a “third
character” to exist in the narrative: “the presence of the relationship between the two”
(“Writing and Analyzing a Story” 777). In writing the story of their fleeting relationship,
Welty is certainly writing about place, as well, but place works in a very different way
than it has in much of her other fiction; “no longer does it define or confine her
characters—it is wholly alien to them”(Marrs,“Place and the Displaced” 658). It is
precisely because they are not at home, because they are in a strange place where they
have no family, where they are outside of the context of their unhappy relationships, that
they are able to form a relationship and to be exposed, even in the face of each
character’s “vain courting of imperviousness.” Both seek to hide their discomfort and
their unhappiness from the other, but they are ultimately unable to do so. When faced
with the “shock of the world,” they can no longer hide within their homes or behind the
identity that place confers upon them; they must face truths that they are no longer able to
obscure from themselves or from each other(“Writing and Analyzing a Story” 778).
Ultimately, the only way the characters can find the imperviousness they seek is
through connection with each other, which they realize while dancing together at the beer
shack:
Surely even those immune from the world, for the time being, need the touch of
one another, or all is lost. Their anus encircling each other, their bodies circling
the odorous,just-nailed-down floor, they were, at last, imperviousness in motion.
They had found it, and had almost missed it: they had to dance. They were what
their separate hearts desired that day, for themselves and each other. {BI 576)
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They come together in their newly exposed loneliness, comforting and protecting each
other in a way that place no longer can. This coming together could not have happened
within the safety of home; it had to take place somewhere unknown to them. Although
this unknown space likely represents a concrete, identity-conferring place to others, it
maintains its placelessness for them because they move quickly through it, observing it
and considering it through the lens of newness rather than knowing it and being known
by it. The transience of the situation necessarily makes their romance fleeting, for the
realities of their home preclude it from being able to survive within any one, confined
space. The place where they have found themselves “is specifically Wo Place' for love:
but it is precisely the strangeness ofthat ‘place,’ its distinctiveness, its remoteness from
their ordinary lives, and their capacity to discover it as they drive, that allows the two
strangers a respite...from the pressures and complications...that await them back home
(Polk 158).
The place they have found provides the imperviousness they seek only after all
has been exposed and only for a fleeting moment, but it has also freed them to see
themselves and their lives in a different way, or perhaps to remember how they used to
feel before their lives and identities became so statically defined. As the man drives his
car back to his hotel,“he remember[s] for the first time in years when he was young and
brash, a student in New York, and the shriek and horror and unholy smother of the
subway had its original meaning for him as the lilt and expectation of love” {BI580).
Welty writes that this closing cry was meant to be “the cry of that doomed relationshippersonal, mortal, psychic—admitted in order to be denied, a cry that the characters were
first able (and prone) to listen to, and then able in part to ignore”(“Writing and
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Analyzing a Story 779). This cry marks the end of their short relationship, of the “lilt and
expectation of love. They recognize this, and the cry mourns the loss, but they have, in
a sense, already returned to their old lives, to their homes, to place.
The cry also recognizes something temporarily gained, however: a fleeting
relationship that brought back the hope of love, before the two characters closed offfrom
it and from each other once again to return to their normal lives. The relationship can
only exist in this unique space, but it has meant a great deal to them nonetheless, allowing
them, in this non-place, a brief stay from the concrete reality of their homes: for him, an
unhappy marriage; for her, a married and possibly abusive lover. Although Welty did not
find herself in the exact same situation, she had realized that “her own on-again/off-again
romance with [John] Robinson was unlikely to be rekindled” not long before embarking
upon her trip (Marrs, Biography 204). Perhaps her own journey away from home proved
as bittersweet and, in a sense, restorative for her as it seems to be for her characters. At
any rate her personal experience with travel led to a story that demonstrates the
complications and possibilities of finding oneself far from home and unable to avoid
exposure.
In “The Bride of the Innisfallen,” the characters seem to find a sort of freeing
anonymity through travel instead of the exposure they find in “No Place for You, My
Love. The story describes the passage of a group of strangers on a train from England to
Cork, Ireland. This journey mirrors one of Welty’s real-life voyages, as well, from when
she visited Elizabeth Bowen in Ireland in March of 1951. In a letter she wrote to John
Robinson about the experience, Welty describes her fellow passengers, many of whom
would later emerge as characters in her story: the man who raised canaries, for instance.
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and the woman in the rain coat whom everyone called “the bride”(qtd. in Marrs,
Biography 194). Welty greatly enjoyed the experience and wrote “The Bride of the
Innisfallen” during her stay abroad (195).
In this story Welty again “intentionally strays away from the tyranny of the
familiar” and investigates “the persona of the self-exile,” particularly in the character of
the American girl who has left her husband and her home in England in search of
independence and anonymity in Ireland (Compton 5). For her, as for the characters in
“No Place for You, My Love,” travel “seems to provide an escape from oppressive
relationships and a license for enjoyment.” She and the other characters in the story
and in the collection as a whole-

are in transit, not in a stable environment that defines

them, and they relish the freedom from rigidly defined worlds and roles”(Marrs, ‘Place
and the Displaced” 654). The young wife chaperoning the young boy, for instance,
seems to enjoy the opportunity to play mother to him, but by the end of the story, she
seems ready to return to her normal life. Conversely, the woman in the raincoat seems to
savor her independence and her ability to be in the center of everything while on the
train: “Don’t say a word, start anything, fall into each other’s arms, read, or fight, until I
get back to you,” she commands when she leaves the car to go on her “excursions”
throughout the rest of the train {BI600). But when she reaches Cork, she is “confronted
with a flock of beautiful children...and by a man bigger than she [is],” returning to her
roles of mother and wife (621-622).
The American girl, however, seems to have more lasting intentions in her desire
for anonymity and independence. She “is in a quest of freedom” and seems to be
constantly anxious that she will be discovered and detained. When she is waiting for the
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train to depart at the beginning of the story, she is afraid that “her whole predicament[has
been] betrayed by her earliness”

597). And later, after the train has reached

Fishguard and they have boarded the boat to Cork and most of the passengers are
sleeping, she sees one of her fellow passengers, the man from Connemara, sit up in his
sleep and stare at her,“as if he saw somebody desperate who had left her husband once,
endangered herself among strangers, been turned back, and was here for the second goround, asking again for a place to stay in Cork”(620). Even once she has reached Cork,
she sees “the customs’ chalk mark just now scrawled on the wall of her suitcase” and
feels “exposed—as if, in spite of herself, when she didn’t know it, something had been
told on her”(622). Seeing this causes her to “feel defined and ‘exposed,’ feel as if her
marital difficulties have been revealed as they almost were on the train journey, but
ultimately both the newly encountered land and the journey hold forth the possibility of
rapturous fulfillment”(Marrs,“Place and the Displaced” 655). So she leaves her suitcase
behind her,just as she has left everything else, and walks into Cork.
Her time in between places on the train and the boat—almost literally in a state of
placelessness—and her presence in a completely unknown place allow her to discard her
old identity of wife to her husband and to be, at least for the time being, largely without
identity. No one knows her, and, now that she has left her baggage, she does not even
have any physical remnants of her home and her past life. The passengers’ temporary
community while in transit served as a space in which each could control his or her own
identity, without having place or other people to dictate it. Each told his or her own
story, and whether it was true or not was unimportant, for that was the only story all of
the other passengers knew of him or her. The American girl takes the opportunity to re-
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imagine her identity a step further, however, inventing an entirely new life for herself
once the boat has touched ground and the others have returned to their homes and to their
pre-existing identities. She has discarded hers, deserting it in the same way she has
deserted her luggage.
She does consider reconnecting with her past for a moment, with only the purpose
of notifying her husband as to why she has left. She writes a telegraph to him that reads,
“England was a mistake,” but she scratches out the words, taking “back the blame but
without words.” She realizes,“Love with the joy being drawn out of it like anything else
that aches—that was loneliness; not this”

623). Though she originally wishes to

place blame upon her husband, she realizes that in leaving him she has freed herself to be
happy in a way that she never was when she was living with a man who took the joy out
of love. Her newfound aloneness is preferable and less lonely than her coupled existence
with her husband.
This new environment provides a fresh start for her—a new chance at joy and
possibility for love that she could not have had if she had stayed home. Like “south of
South” for the characters in “No Place for You, My Love,” Cork “represent[s] a mystery'
and “promise[s] fulfillment even as it threaten[s] exposure” to the American girl (Marrs,
“Place and the Displaced” 656). Although she seems able to resist exposure, she seems
also to already have found fulfillment:
If she could never tell her husband her secret, perhaps she would never tell it at
all. You must never betray pure joy—the kind you were bom with and began
with—either by hiding it or by parading it in front of people’s eyes; they didn’t
want to be shown it. And still you must tell it. {BI 623)
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Even as she decides to keep her newfound joy to herself, she seems to recognize that she
will ultimately have to be exposed; although it emphasizes “freedom and self-definition.
the story “does not deny the importance or power of human relationships”(Marrs,“Place
and the Displaced” 655). It recognizes the need to tell, the need to share joys and
passions and selves with others; but it also provides a space for independence and rebirth.
for celebrating the “pure joy” that she, alone,“was bom and began with.

Ultimately, the

girl chooses the latter in hope offinding the former: she “let[s] her message go into the
stream of the street, and opening the door walk[s] into the lovely room full of strangers’
{BI624).
In “The Bride of the Innisfallen,” Welty confronts the themes of“breaking away
from confinement, the traveler’s discovery of independence, and the joy implicit in an
independent life,” all of which were components of her own experience, as is reflected by
the autobiographical influence seen in the story(Marrs,“Place and the Displaced” 655).
“Going to Naples” is another story that shares these thematic components and was
influenced by Welty’s travel experiences. This story, inspired by Welty’s 1949 voyage to
Italy, describes the passage of the Pomona from New York to Naples, focusing
particularly on the experience of Gabriella Serto, a vivacious young Italian-American girl
who is moving with her mother from the United States to Italy. Welty is actually
somewhat present in the story through the character of Miss Crosby, a young American
woman who does not know Italian and quietly observes all the action, even though she
cannot understand much of what Gabriella and her shipmates are saying. By making
Miss Crosby not understand the language, Welty is perhaps asserting the limitations of
her own observation or seeking to keep herself from becoming too much of a part of the
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story, even while recognizing her place in it as observer and the inspiration she received
from the experience.
In “Going to Naples,” “there is indeed No Place at all, except the journey itself’
(Polk 159). This placelessness allows Gabriella to experience a newfound and fleeting
freedom, which gives her the power to shape her interactions with others, particularly
with Aldo Scampo, a young boy on the ship. Although Gabriella’s mother watches her
daughter’s actions closely, Gabriella realizes that being in the non-place of the boat
allows her a greater freedom from her mother’s rules and expectations than she
experiences at home(Compton 8). And Gabriella takes advantage of this freedom. She
screams and bites and dances wildly by herself. She is free and full of energy and takes
the opportunity that being away from home has provided her to exercise her agency, for
the liminal space of the boat, which is constantly moving and as completely separated
from place as it is, perhaps, possible to be, provides her with more freedom than she has
likely ever had or than she will likely ever have again (Marrs,“Place and the Displaced”
661).
She first takes advantage of this freedom by pursuing her relationship with Aldo.
Given almost complete privacy, the couple’s “love creates its own magical landscape, its
own romantic ‘place,’” while they are aboard the ship (Polk 160). As in “No Place for
You, My Love,” the characters make meaning out of the lack of a true sense of place by
creating a relationship in its stead, using it to contextualize their experience because they
are far from home and have no reference point to which they can turn for self-knowledge
or protection from exposure. The difference between the two stories, however, is that
Gabriella is not afraid of exposure. She, like the American girl in “The Bride of the
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Innisfallen,” is willing to risk being exposed in order to find fulfillment and joy. She is
full of“youth and exuberance” and is unafraid to demonstrate it, particularly in her solo
dancing at Gala Night:
Whenever she turned, she whirled, and her ruffles followed—and the music too
had to catch up. It began to seem to the general eye that she might be turning
around faster inside than out. For an unmarried girl, it was danger. Some radiant
pin through the body had set her spinning like that tonight, and given her the
power—not the same thing as permission, but what was like a memory of how to
do it—to be happy all by herself. {BI706)
Gabriella unabashedly performs this “dangerous” act, dancing alone in front of everyone
and displaying her willingness and ability “to be happy all by herself without asking
pennission, but endowed with the power to do so. Were she at home and not on the boat,
this act might have been considered even more scandalous, but there is still an element of
danger. The danger of the situation perhaps indicates the limitations of the boat and of
the freedom that its placelessness promises. Even outside of place and home,temporary
communities and expectations are formed and guidelines imposed. It is easier for
Gabriella to transgress because she is away from home and among strangers, but, as
Welty implies, it is nonetheless dangerous for her to so boldly embrace the power of
being “happy all by herself’ within a community so focused on coupling and marriage.
The limitations of placelessness to create different experiences and provide new
freedoms to the characters are also reflected in the story’s treatment of its only African
American characters. During Gabriella’s relationship with Aldo, the couple is largely
free from supervision and from the perception of anyone except the two black men on the
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boat, who can always be found in the same place, sitting “together by themselves”{BI
684). It seems that even in a space that finds itself relatively outside of any context of
place, the “Africanist presence” that Toni Morrison asserts populates American texts can
be found (Morrison 6). On a ship that holds people of various ethnic backgrounds, the
characters still see themselves in opposition to the African American men, noticing only
that they “look the same as always” every time they see them and have not, as far as
anyone knows, said a word or made a complaint the whole time {BI 688). They represent
Patricia Yaeger’s “unthought known” in their consistency and in the characters lack of
recognition of them as anything other than permanent fixtures on the last bench on the
ship deck (Yaeger 184). Even Gabriella and Aldo are unconcerned by their presence,
interacting as if no one is there to see them. Although the narrative offers a unique
glimpse at freedom for a young Italian American girl, it continues to confine the African
American men in much the same way that the African American characters in Delta
Wedding and The Optimist's Daughter were limited.
Gabriella’s freedom has its limits, too, however. Upon her arrival in Naples, it
seems unlikely that she will be able to continue living life as freely and exuberantly as
she has upon the ship. Her relationship with Aldo quickly dissolves once they have
reached the shore, and when he comes to tell her good-bye, he has a strange new walk of
today,” indicating the change that leaving the boat for solid ground and a concrete sense
of place has already created (5/718). Upon disembarking, Gabriella also meets her
grandmother, Nonna, who seems to require seriousness and decorum. This new place
will not endow Gabriella with the unbridled freedom she was allowed while on the ship,
but it does offer new relationships and new types of communication—a new place in
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which to start. Gabriella is no longer independent and not as free to do what she wants,
but she is entering into new familial relationships that seem capable of bringing about a
different sort ofjoy—perhaps of the sort for which the American girl was searching in
“The Bride of the Innisfallen.”
The final story is not so much a story of travel as it is of total displacement.
Unlike the characters in the other stories, Miss Myra and Miss Theo, two white. Southern
women who are living in Jackson during the Civil War, are not interested in exploring
new identities or escaping from the confines of their home. In fact, they are so invested
in the identity that their home confers upon them that they refuse to leave, even after they
have been warned that Union soldiers are coming to bum it down. When the soldiers
arrive, they taunt the women,sexually violate Miss Myra and their African American
servant Delilah, and bum down the house as they planned, leaving the two women
traumatized and without identity.
When Miss Theo remarks to the soldier that she “see[s] no degree between
burning down a house and burning people, she means this quite seriously
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destroy her home is to destroy her, for she relies so heavily on her social status and her
way of life that she cannot distinguish between the two. Adding to the trauma is the
violation of Miss Myra’s body, an intmsion into what is perhaps the most sacred of
homes. Finally, the sisters’ realization that they are lost in twice-burned Jackson, the city
where they “had been everywhere and once knew their way” is the ultimate sign of their
displacement(587). They are now literally and figuratively lost and resort to hanging
themselves rather than attempting to make sense of the place they have always known as
home after it and their place within it have been iireparably changed.
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In their last act, they force Delilah to help them with their hanging. “The Lord
will provide,” Miss Theo remarks to Miss Myra. “We’ve still got Delilah, and as long as
we’ve got her we’ll use her, my dearie” {BI590). This statement and the act they force
Delilah to perfonn compose a grotesque portrayal of the extent to which white characters
rely on African Americans to perform even the most unsavory and personally affronting
deeds. Delilah represents the ultimate “unthought known” to them, for they rely on her to
aid them in even the most disturbing of acts, forcing her to let them stand on her back
before kicking her away so they can hang themselves. Phinny, a boy who is possibly the
child of Miss Myra and an African American man, is also “unthought” to Miss Theo and
Miss Myra. He is in the house when the soldiers come, but they do not think to rescue
him from the burning, perhaps because his existence is a fact that Miss Myra would like
to forget.
Although the African American characters in this story are treated badly and are
not “thought” in any real sense by the white characters except when it concerns how they
can be used, they are given a voice in the narrative through Delilah. She is the one from
whose perspective the majority of the story is told, and she continues to persevere, even
after being sexually violated and after the white characters have chosen death over
continued existence in their changed environment. After Miss Theo and Miss Myra have
hanged themselves, Delilah returns to the house, which was once her home, as well. For
her the burning ofthe home does not represent quite as dramatic a change; walking
through the ruins, “she was lost still inside that house”(BI 593, italics mine). This
observation indicates that Rose Hill, their home, was never really a true home for her.
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She has always felt lost in the home, and the fact that it has been burned to the ground
does not change that fact.
Delilah’s relationship to the home and to the identity that it confers upon her does
change, however, in that she is no longer forced to fill the role of servant. She seems to
recognize and experiment with this change when she mimics Miss Theo and Miss Myra
in the mirror, “both invoking their presence and straying, freely crossing the boundary
between servant and master through role play”(Compton 13). The fact that Delilah feels
empowered enough to imitate her white mistresses says much about the sense of agency
her disconnection from home has given her. The mirror itself is a non-place, a location
without pre-determined rules and regulations in which Delilah can experiment with her
understanding of herself, in which she is free to perfomi whiteness now that she does not
have to worry about Miss Myra or Miss Theo looking over her shoulder. The destruction
of her home has made the possibility of what she performs in the mirror thinkable. This
moment of imitation also hearkens back to the fears Shelley expressed in Delta Wedding
of imitative Southemness. Through Delilah, Welty goes even further here than Shelley
was willing to go, implying that even whiteness and the power that it confers upon people
are imitative and are able to be imitated even by those who have never before been
allowed to possess that power.
The description of the mirror itself is also a powerful symbol of the change in the
meaning of Delilah’s home, of the city of Jackson, and of the South as a whole:
Although the mirror did not know Delilah, Delilah would have known that miiTor
anywhere, because it was set between black men... [In the mirror] she saw
people walking the bridges in early light with the hives of houses on their heads.
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men in dresses, some with red birds; and monkeys in velvet; and ladies with
masks laid over their faces looking from pointed windows. Delilah supposed that
was Jackson before Sherman came. Then it was gone.
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The mirror, which shows Delilah’s idea of Jackson before it was burned, is supported by
black men, and displays images of a distorted, grotesque society, representing the way in
which white society before the Civil War relied completely on the unthought, thankless
labor of black men and women. But the image disappears suddenly,just as Sherman
wiped away the city of Jackson suddenly, creating such an integral change in what it
represented as a place and as a home that Miss Myra and Miss Theo refused to continue
living there, or anywhere at all.
Delilah is beginning to recognize this change, as well, and she decides to embark
upon a journey of her own. She gathers Miss Myra and Miss Theo’s finest possessions
and Phinny’s ashes and follows the wheel tracks to the river. She then submerges herself
in it, remembering that it will not rise until Saturday,“driven by the expectation that what
she will find across the boundary of the Big Black will indeed be the promised land,
perhaps the ultimate understanding of“coming home”(Compton 14). Although her
journey will be dangerous and she will probably not find the “promised land for which
she is searching, the fact that hope and mobility exist for her is in and of itself indicative
of the new place in which she finds herself, far from a home that made her feel lost,
allowed her to be used, and dictated her identity as servant. That identity has been lifted,
and what was a traumatic loss of home and self for the sisters has proven to be a
restorative source of hope for Delilah.
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The fact that Delilah is allowed to possess this hope, to have a narrative voice,
and to play a prominent role within the text outside of how white characters perceive her
marks a change from the way African American characters have thus far been presented
in this selection of Welty’s texts. It is interesting that the story with the earliest setting
allows an African American woman the most agency and visibility. Perhaps Welty
wishes to draw attention through this discrepancy to how the hope with which Delilah
viewed the world after the Civil War had perhaps not yet been fully realized in the later
time periods.
In all four of these stories, Welty, to some extent, “deliberately abandons familiar
settings and assumes the point of view of a traveler (Compton 5). Whether traveling
“south of South” by car, to Ireland by train, to Italy by boat, or through the river by foot.
99 44

the characters in “No Place for You. My Love,
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The Bride of the Innisfallen,

Going to

Naples,” and “The Burning” go through transformative experiences brought upon them
by change in place or by total displacement. All of the characters find themselves far
from home, unable to rely upon its safe categorizations, and, for the most part, they seem
to feel freed rather than lost as a result. Miss Theo and Miss Myra are, of course, the
exceptions, for they cannot understand themselves outside of their home. Their
experience is, in fact, an exception in terms of all the works discussed, for they are the
only white characters who are forced to abandon their home without at least partial
assurance that they can one day return to it if they choose. For all the other characters,
however, the change of place seems welcome, whether for the opportunity to be
anonymous, to connect with others, to create a new life, or simply to experience the joy
and freedom of travel.
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In The Bride ofthe Irmisfallen, instead of implying “that place is essential to
identity,” as she perhaps has in other collections or novels, Welty considers the ways in
which place can create whole new possibilities for identity by allowing space for it
without explicitly defining it, giving individuals rather than places, families, or
communities the power to shape the way they see themselves and are seen in the world
(Marrs,“Place and the Displaced” 647). The danger of travel, of placelessness, or of
finding oneself between places is in being too exposed to others, in not being able to rest
behind the prescriptive identity that home bestows and being forced to discover and face
the things the characters might otherwise wish to hide from themselves. But the reward
is finding love, even if only for a brief period oftime, finding joy, even if it cannot be
shared, or finding hope, even if it cannot last.
Even in these non-places there exist complications. Welty demonstrates in
“Going to Naples” that groups attempt to define themselves against others no matter
where they are; categories of identity still form and can still be imposed, even in
unknown places. And people can remain “unthought,” or be used by others, no matter
what the context or where the place. Ultimately, though, even though all journeys must
come to an end and returning home can be a relief, travel is a great deal more freeing than
staying at home,“for the traveler is one freed from the everyday demands of home life,
the traveler is one who literally chooses his course”(Marrs,“Place and the Displaced
648).
Welty traveled often and wrote many of her own experiences into her short
stories. Although it is perhaps underrepresented in the rest of her fiction, there is little
doubt that travel and the freedom that came with it were important to Welty in her life.
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and her appreciation of it and understanding ofthe opportunities it provides are felt
markedly throughout The Bride ofthe hmisfallen. By injecting her personal experiences
into her stories, Welty adds depth to the understanding of home in her fiction by
displaying what can happen when one is away or disconnected from the “unthought
known” that home represents and finds oneself free or forced for the first time to really
consider and to truly know oneself outside ofthe protective context of home, or of any
other place.
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Conclusion
In my discussion of the representation of home in this sampling of Eudora
Welty’s fiction, I have attempted not to define home as a singular reality or experience,
but rather to shed light upon the ways in which the characters’ unique experiences of
home and of being placeless work in ways we may not at first realize to shape their
understandings of themselves and of others. When I chose which works to discuss, I
attempted to touch upon as many of Welty’s representations of home as possible and to
establish the tension between staying home and traveling that exists throughout so much
of her work. Using this tension as a range of experience upon which to locate each book,
I presented the Fairchilds in Delta Wedding as completely confined within and defined by
home. Laurel in The Optimist s Daughter as in a period of transition when she attempts to
grapple with a newfound understanding of her childhood home after being away for
several years, and the characters in the four stories from The Bride ofthe Innisfallen as
being completely displaced from or freed of any concept of home.
Categorizing each book in tenns of its proximity to home is not meant to
oversimplify the influence that both home and the desire to wander have on each of the
characters, however. In each book traces of both impulses can be found, reflecting the
complex ways in which each character grapples with alternating desires for both safety
and liberation, both comfort and upheaval of all things known. The absence of home
creates space for exciting new identities and experiences, but there is a part of each
character that seems to be drawn toward and relieved by the stasis and surety of self that
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is often associated with home. Each character experiences these desires to different
degrees, some preferring to stay home,some leaving without recognizing what they have
left behind them,some caused by forces beyond their control to leave home for a freedom
they do not desire, some willingly abandoning the identity it provides and rejoicing in the
experience of being placeless, welcoming the opportunity to form identity according to
their own standards.
What is universal in all of these texts is that home, whether the only place the
characters have ever known or a place from which they have chosen to completely
separate themselves, functions as Patricia Yaeger’s “unthought known, both for the
characters and for the readers (101). Although it possesses remarkable power to
prescribe, confirm, and constrict individual, familial, and communal identity, home can
easily be left unexamined for its ability to shape the characters existence. It is rife with
complications and unthought reliances, and the characters, when exposed by Welty to the
realities they are generally able to overlook, are often disappointed or even horrified by
the new understandings with which they are confronted.
In Delta Weddings the Fairchilds rely on Shellmound as a source of identity.
Many of them only understand themselves within the context offamily; their identity is
merely “Fairchild,” a name that provides them with power and status among the
community and differentiates them from the “others” in the text. The family relies upon
the “unthought known” of the African American workers, who enable the Fairchilds way
of life through their work in the house and in the fields and who also help to confimi the
family’s identity as American, Southern, white, and upper class merely through their
presence. It is only when the African American characters are not “in their place” that the
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white characters are forced to recognize their presence. They quickly act to put them
back where they believe they belong, but not before they are confronted with at least a
glimpse of the harsh realities of their home: that its very existence depends upon
everyday tensions and indignities and perhaps even that their entire identity and way of
life is simply imitative of an ideal of Southemness rather than the ideal itself. The
Fairchild women also represent an “unthought known” to the men, and Welty gives them
power within the novel by giving them the narrative voice. They attempt to negotiate
space and identity in and around the Fairchild home—Dabney through marriage, Shelley
though travel. Although there ultimately does not appear to be much room for movement
or change at Shellmound, their desire to negotiate identity by exercising mobility is
present even in this novel so completely centered on home and seemingly static identity.
In The Optimist’s Daughter, Laurel’s return home to Mount Salus, Mississippi,
for her father’s funeral after having been away for several years reinforces the idea that
home is perhaps not as unchanging as we would like for it or imagine it to be. Laurel is
upset by the changes brought to her home by her step-mother. Fay, realizing that what
was always before an “unthought known'

■that home would always be there,

unchanged, waiting for her return—is no longer something upon which she can rely. The
one aspect of home that remains constant is the presence of Missouri, an African
American woman who worked for her parents and acts in the same way she always has
towards Laurel. Her family’s unthought reliance upon Missouri is the one aspect of
home left unquestioned, however. Everything else Laurel thought she knew about her
home is changed or called into question, from her parents’ relationship to even certain
physical possessions and aspects of the house she once held dear. Ultimately Laurel must
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abandon her desire for her physical home to remain forever intact as a shrine to her past
and a confimiation of the identity it once bestowed upon her. She is ultimately able to
leave that vision of home behind, taking her memories with her as she returns to Chicago,
where she will undoubtedly be freer to shape her identity.
The Bride ojthe InnisfaUen and Other Stories perhaps provides insight into what
is in store for Laurel’s future away from her home,for all of the characters in the four
stories I discuss are in some way displaced from home. In “No Place for You, My Love,
a man and woman who are basically strangers are able to make a fleeting yet meaningful
connection while driving south of New Orleans, a place that is unfamiliar to them. In
“The Bride of the InnisfaUen,” the passengers are able to create new, if temporary,
identities for themselves while in transition from England to Ireland. And the American
girl never reacquires her old identity, choosing instead to free herself of all literal and
figurative baggage and enjoying the freedom and possibility for regeneration that comes
with abandoning the familiar place of home for a place filled with strangers. “Going to
Naples” tells a similar tale in that Gabriella Serto finds herself free to make her own
decisions and live vivaciously without fear of censure from her mother while voyaging
from the United States to Naples, Italy. Being away from home allows her a freedom she
has never before experienced and probably never will again, for when she lands in
Naples, she is integrated back into a constricting family structure. Finally, in “The
Burning,” Miss Myra and Miss Theo are horrified by their total displacement from home
and identity when soldiers bum their house to the ground, choosing to hang themselves
rather than attempt to live without their home to define them. Their Afincan American
servant, Delilah, experiences the event quite differently, however. Having never felt
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comfortable in her own home, Delilah is empowered and given hope by its destruction.
In all of these stories, characters find joy and freedom in displacement from home,
although a select few greet it only with shock and terror. In all cases, it changes the way
the characters see themselves, providing them with newfound freedom, whether desired
or not.
Although these three books do much to uncover the different complications and
‘‘unthought knowns” of home and clearly juxtapose the stasis and safety of home with the
change and freedom that travel and mobility offer, none of the characters seem totally
devoid of desire for movement or ofsome basic understanding of home. And none of
them seem completely comfortable in the places in which they find themselves.
Although home provides identity and safety, it breeds restlessness. And while
displacement and anonymity of travel seem to be freeing and to give the characters a
sense ofjoy, they are never lasting; the travelers grow weary and return to their old
identities or eventually develop new ones and foster new relationships. There seems to
be no one place where the characters can feel entirely at ease, at least for any extended
period of time.
Perhaps this is why Welty deals equally with staying home and traveling in her
fiction,just as she divided her life between the two. Ultimately, neither allowing home to
define them nor living completely outside of any context is what is perhaps most
fulfilling for the characters. Welty seems to be saying that, like Laurel at the end of The
Optimist’s Daughter, we must be willing to both leave home behind and carry it with us
in our memories, to both appreciate and consider critically the context out of which we
have come and the people and forces upon whom our home experiences and identities
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rely, even as we search for new places and homes in which to gain greater understanding
of ourselves than is possible by simply standing still and accepting without questioning
who our homes would have us be.
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